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ABSTRACT
Details are presented of the research and development of a computer program for
the calculation of Rotor System Dynamic Response inclnding foundation and
pedestal flexibility effects. Eight-coefficient bearings are used to permit
elliptical orbit rotor motions. The bearings are mounted in massive, damped
flexible pedestals, which are themselves mounted upon a foundation structure
with distributed mass and stiffness properties. The foundation is in turn,
supported oa a number of flexible-damped supports. Different foundation
properties ia the horizontal and vertical directions are included. The results
obtained are compared with data by other investigations. Applications of the
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
A Cross sectional area of shaft
Major axis of ellipse
b Minor axis of ellipse
c Radial bearing clearance
*-x. C- Foundation damping coefficients
CP CPY Pedestal Damping Coefficient
Cxx# C C C Bearing Damping Coefficient
E Young's modulus
Fx xcomponent of bearing reaction
F y-component of bearing reaction
1 Cross sectional moment of inertia of shaft
1~ Cross sectional moment of inertia of foundation
I Polar mass moment of Inertia of a mass at a rotor
P
station
J-t Transverse mass moment of inertia of a mass at a rotor
station
Kx, Kj Foundation stiffness coefficients
K K Pedestal stiffness coefficients
Kxx#
K"
K Z- Bearing stiffness coefficients
L Length of foundation section between r and r+1
L Length of shaft section between station n and n+1
n
M Bending moment to the left of shaft station n
n
M' Bending moment to the right of shaft station n
n
M Bending moment to the left of foundation station n
M' Bending moment to the right of foundation station n




mr Mass at foundation station r
t Time
" U Cosine and sine-components of unbalance
V Shear force to the left of shaft station n
n
V ' Shear force to the right of shaft station n
V Shear force to the left of foundation station r
V Shear force to the right of foundation station r
W Bearing static load
z, y Components of rotor whirl
vii
z Coordinate along length of rotor
o Shape factor for shear
B Angle between major axis and x-axis
9 , 0 Components of the slope of the deflected rotor
p Mass Density
w Angular speed of rotor
Mn Critieal speed of rotor








n applies to shaft station n





This thesis describes the research and development of a 2-1/2 level computer
program for the dynamic response of flexible rotors in damped flexible
supports, massive pedestals, and a distributed mass-elastic foundation. The
program allows the influence of bearing supports and elastic foundation
structures on rotor unbalance response to be investigated, including effects
which may arise from asymmetry of the foundation in the horizontal and vertical
directions (see figure 1). The term '2-1/2 Level' refers to the extent that
the rotor system and its supporting structure are modeled. Rotor motions are
referred to as the first level, pedestal motions, the second level and
foundation motions, the third level of the system. Because the rotor and the
foundation are continuous and the pedestals are discontinuous, this system is
the so-called 2-1/2 level system. It may also be called a 3-level system. For
the purpose of comparison, the 1-level system is shown in figure 2, where the
foundation and pedestals are rigid and only rotor motions are considered. The
11/2 level system is shown in figure 3, where the foundation is rigid and only
rotor and pedestal motions are considered. This system may also be called a 2
level system.
In recent years a number of computer codes have been developed for the critical
speed and dynamic response calculation of rotating machinery. Prohl (1)
developed the first procedure for discrete-mass rotor critical speed
calculation in 1945, and Koenig (3) appied this procedure to unbalance response
calculations in 1961. Lund and others (7), (8) extended this rotor procedure
to include eight coefficient bearings. Gunter and other (9), (10) presented
similar results obtained with one-and 1-1/2 level rotor system code. Ruhl and
Booker (11), and Zorzi and Nelson (12) presented finite element formulations of
the 1-1/2 level rotor support problem. The limitation that still exists is
that they do not include the massive flexible foundation. There is not a
computer program available for designers to analyze entire rotor systems
including massive flexible foundations.
" * " ...,.,..,*,,,*
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Figure 3. Rotor-Bearing-Pedestal System ( 1-1/2 LeveJ)
The need for a 2-1/2 level program has arisen from design requirements
concerning the dynamic response properties of large rotating trains which share
a common support bases (turbine-generators, axial compressor units, etc.) This
configuration often causes their lowest natural frequencies to occur well below
the operating speed of the units, occassionally resulting in shaft rupture,
foundation cracking, disk failure, etc. It is, therefore, necessary at the
design stage to evaluate the magnitude of the vibration of the whole system due
to a residual unbalance such that overly large vibration amplitudes will not
be encountered in the actual system. Such evaluation is also needed in the
analysis of system component failure. As N. F. Rieger mentioned in his book
(4), more advanced computer programs should include a continuous flexible
foundation structure with varying stiffness and mass properties along its
length, connecting at discrete locations to the rotor-bearing supports. Such a
program is presented in this thesis.
The thesis describes the analytical basis of the program, and gives details of
its verification with four examples. The program uses a 2-1/2 level technique
and transfer matrix procedure to develop the calculation algorithm for this
system.
The transfer matrix procedure is used to express and calculate variables
including shear forces, bending moments, slopes and displacements at an
arbitrary rotor system station. Variables defining the state of a given
station (n+1) are calculated by transfer matrix multiplications of a prior
station (n). Therefore these variables at the last rotor system station can be
expressed and calculated in terms of the first rotor system station. A
detailed explanation of this method is given in section 4. The 2-1/2 level
technique considers the entire system as a whole taking into accout the
relationships between the rotor, pedestals and the foundation. This technique
is explained in detail in section 5.
The rotor model is based on the distributed mass-elastic formulation. The
originality of the procedure lies in the generality of the approach, and the
formulation of the 2-1/2 level technique and transfer matrices in an efficient
" * ' "




routine by which the system equations are solved for rotor response amplitudes
and foundation vibrations. The first example is a simple end-bearing rotor,
which is verified against hand-calculated results, and against an established
circular orbit computer program. The influence exerted by flexible pedestals
and foundations on the unbalance response are then examined
by comparing results obtained for 1-1/2 and 2-1/2 level systems against the
verified 1-level system results. The second example is a four-bearing multi-
span rotor system. This example verifies the multi-span capability of the
program, and demonstrates the consistency of the results when an elastic
foundation is added to the model. The third example is a practical 300 MW
turbine-generator set which was modeled with 204 rotor stations and fluid-
film bearings on a flexible pedestal and foundation support structure. The
program results are compared with known results for a finite element program.
This example verifies the code results with extensive system details included.
The fourth example is a practical 900 MW turbinegenerator set which was
modeled with 257 rotor stations and 7 fluid-film bearings, similar conditions
as in the third example. For any application it is necessary to provide
suitable input data for the rotor-pedestalcasing systems, bearings, and
support structures (x and y directions), and for the foundations.
c START D
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FOUNDATION MOTION (3 LEVELS)
c KND J
Figure 1: Flow Chart of the Prograr
2. gojfie,s,,ajid.Moment*..at Each Rotor Station
The forces, moments and notation used here are shown in Figure 5a, for
the x-z plane. Similar expressions apply for the y-z plane.
2.1 Inertia force
The inertia forces due to lateral vibration which act on the concentrated










The unbalance forces are concentrated at the rotor stations, and are
represented by the components of 0. and U , where and n are coordinate
axes fixed on the rotor (see figure 5b). This give rise to the forcest
* U^ = wa \j cos ut - D sin ot (2.3)
o>* U = U. sin <ot + * U cos at (2^4)
2.3 Gyroscopic moment and inertia moment
The gyroscopic moment (see figure 5c) and inertia moment which act on
the concentrated polar and translatory inertias, I and I., at the rotor




















Unbalance Force u2 U
* k Gyroscopic Moment
A M
Figure SA. Forces and Moment on a Rotor Station







Figure 6c. Gyroscopic Moments
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2.4 Bearing Reaction
The bearing supports may have flexibility and damping for translatory and
rotational motion of the rotor. In practical use, the rotational motion
reaction is negligible, and only the reaction equations for translatory
motion will be derived here.
For the sake of convenience, a discussion of a 11/2 level system is given
first.
For a 2-level system, the bearing support is shown in figure 6. It consists of
a pedestal with mass (m ), supported by Springs (K , K ) and dashpots (C ,
P px py
' px
C ). There is no cross coupling between the x and y direction for the
py
pedestal. The pedestal supports the bearing fluid film which is represented by
4 springs and 4 damping coefficients. If the relative motion between the



































where x' = x - X
P





Figure 6. Motion of Bearing and Pedestal
System (11/2 Level)
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Because of the damping effect, aetting:
x' = x' coa (t - 0 ) x'cos0 cost + x* sin0 sinttt = x'cosmt + x'sinwt (2.9)
x x c s
y* = y' cos (t - *Y ) = y*cos0 coitt + y*sin0 sinot = y*costt + y'sinwt (2.10)
y y y c 's
From Newton's second law for motion, we obtain:
(K + K - m ) x* + (C + C ) x' + K y' + C y'
xx px p c xx px s xy c xy s
(K - t m ) x + C x (2.11)
px p c px s
- {C + C ) x' + (K + K - *m ) x' - C y' + K y*
xx px c xx px p s xy c xy s
- <C x + (K - *m ) x (2.12)
px c px p s
K x + C x' + (K + Z - **m ) y' + t(C + C ) y'
yx c yx s yy py p c yy py s
(K - <a*m ) y + tC y (2.13)
py peps
-C
x* + K x* - <o(C + C ) y' + (K + K - w*m ) y'
yx c yx s yy py c yy py p s
-u>C y + (K -*m ) y (2.14)
py c py P s




y' in terms of x x,, y , yo from equations (2.11)c s c s c s c s
through (2.14), then substitute them into equations (2.9) and (2.10) to obtain
x'
and y', and again substitute them into equations (2.7) and (2.8), we obtain:
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A V .
x,bearing = V - V
x n xn
= (-A V x - A V. x - A V y - A V, y ) cos o>t
ax c bx s cr c dx s
+ (A V. x - A V x +AV, y - A V y ) sin tbx c ax s dx 'c ex s
(2^15)
A V .
y,bearing , - V ' - V1 T n jn
- (-A V x - A V. x - A V y - A V y ) cos -teye dya aye by s
? (AT. x - A V x +AVt y - A V y ) sin t (2.16)dy c cy s by c ay s
where
AV^ K f+mC g + I q + mC rax xx xx xy xy
AV - -K g+mC f - I r + mC q
ax xx xx xy xy
^
AV I h+mC i+K s + tC t
ox xx xx xy xy
AV., =-K i+mC h-K t + C sdx xx xx xy xy
AV =K h+mC i+K s + C t
ay yx yx yy yy
AV -r i+*C h-K t + tC s
by yx yx yy yy
AV -K f+mC g+K q + wC r
cy yx yx yy yy
AV^ -=-I g+mC f-K r+wC qdy yx yx yy yy
GE + FD






1 F* + G*
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F = A - K Q + C R
xy xy
G = B - K R - C Q
xy xy
H = -K S + wC T
xy xy























K +1 - t*a
xx px p















q = - Qf - *8
r = - Qg + Rf
s = S - Qh - Ri
t B -T - Qi + Rh
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2-5 Complete System Eonat ions
Because of the damping effect, the bending moment, the shear force, the
slope and the deflection are expressed by:
N M cos <nt + M sin ut
xc xs
V V cos *t + V sin t
x xc xs
0 0 oos mt + G sin tt
c s






and similiarly for the ydirection. Then equations used for the rotor
station calculation may be completed from the previous equations (2.1)
















Vxcn " Vict, + [a^2 ~ AV ] x _ AVu x - AV y - AV y + <o* Ux n n n cn bxn sn cxn 'cn dxn ysn xn
(2.21)
Vxsn = Vx:n + AVh x + [m w - AV ] x + AV y - AV y - o>* Uxs bxn cn n axn sn dxn cn cxn sn yn
(2.22)
Vvcn = Vvcn ~ AV,-, x ~ AYa x + [m w* - AV ] y - AV y + * Dye ye cyn cn dyn sn n ayn Jcn byn 'sn yn
(2.23)
Vsvn = Vvn + AVA x ~ AV x + AV y +[m W* - AV ] y + o* Uy ys dyn cn cyn sn byn cn n ayn sn xn
*xcn = MxCn + ^.r, e. +AM.9 +AM 9 + AM^ G +AMxc axn xcn Din xsn cxn yen dxn ysn xc
(2.24)
(2.25)








M = *C. + AM G + AM,, G +AM G + AM. G +AMyen yen cyn xcn dyn xsn ayn yen byn ysn yc
(2.27)
*Cc = M ~ AM^ +AM e - AM. 6 +AM G +AMysn ysn dyn xcn cyn xsn byn yen ayn ysn ys
(2.28)
For a 1-Level system, the bearing is shown in figure 7, the calculation is
simpler because the pedestal is assumed rigid. It is easy to obtain similar
expressions for the 1-Level system by referring to equations (2.1) to (2.28)
and setting pedestal motion equal to zero, then the relative motion between the
journal center and the pedestal (x*, y') is equal to (x, y) .
A 2-1/2 Level system is shown in figure 8. The system includes the bearing,
pedestal and foundation. Because eight bearing coefficients (K c K
xx' xx' xy'
Cxy- *yx' Cyx' *yy' V ' fUr Pedestal coefficients (Kpx, Cpx. Kpj. Cpy), and
the pedestal mass (m ) are all involved together with the rotor and foundation
motions, the calculation is more complicated and is discussed further in
Section 5.
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Algorithm of Forces and Moments of Shaft Section and Foundation Section
Shaft Section
A shaft section is situated between two rotor stations as shown in figure
9 and figure 10. In practice, in the shaft section the unbalance is
close to zero. The effect of rotary inertia and gyroscopic moment is
very small and can be lumped with good accuracy at the ends of the shaft
section (i.e., at the rotor stations). Using the Euler Equation for
beams [191, including shear deformation, there are four equations for the
shaft section. These equations are identical for the x-direction and the
ydirection because the shaft has a circular cross section. Only the
equations for the x-direction are written:
V 3 x
X
0 = + (3.1)
x
a G A d z
39
X
M = EI (3.2)
dz
a x 3V,






















From (3.1): Vx = o< G A fl9 - 2*. )X
dZ




Assume EI is constant in the shaft section and rearrange (3.6), then it
becomes:
s/Kei-|f-)=u-f|,




Substitute o(Q A. (^- ~) in (3.7) into (3.8):
*a
<***










Substitute - in (3.3) into (3.10):
dz
3<9x _ 3** a*X
20x
Substitute in (3.11) into (3.9):
oZ
PA i^L = _ r T JL (- JL r* + <^* ^r"ata tJ-5z*v otg- "aT* TF /
<*G
^z*ata <^4
Since the analysis is restricted to forced vibrations with a frequency
equal to the angular speed of the shaft, w, a complex notation can be
used:
x = x e iut
Only the real part applies. Then equation (3.12) can be written:
(3.13)
The following definitions are introduced:








* - ( )
*'* (3.15)
2 a G A
Substitute (3.14) and (3.15) into (3.13) and drop the bar notation.
Equation (3.13) becomes:
d4* dx*
+ 2 6*3 4 P 4 x = 0 (3.16)
d z * d z *
The characteristic equation has the roots: + Pj and + i0>2# where




X/" + Wl *'"
Hence the general solution can be written:
x " Cl cosh Olx) + C2 sinh Oix) + C3 cos (p2x) + C4 sin (p2i) (3.17)
26
where C.
1 to C4 are constants to be determined from the boundary









(V ~ V> 1^. d x
P4 E I d z
(3.18c)
Substitution from equation (3.15) allows determining Mx, Vx and Ox.
Next the four constants Cl, C2, C3 and C4 can be evaluated by setting:
At z = 0: x = x, G=G, M=M ', V=V 'n*
x n x xn x xn
At the other end of the shaft section, set:
At - ln: x - x^. x = n+1. Mx = M^i. Vx = VI#n+1













x+1 - *1- x. + 1 a, G + k., a. M ' + k, A_ V ' (3.19)n+l In n n 3n xn 2n 4n xn 3n 7n xn
G
.,
= 7 p k a, x + a. G + k, a , M ' + k. a . Vx.n+1 3 n gn 5n n 2n xn In on xn 2n 4n xn
(3.20)
*_.., i- u I a. x + p 1 *a, 0 + a_ M'+l a. V'x,n+l 2 n n 4n n 6 n n 5n xn 2n xn n 3n xn
(3.21)
V A.,=pa,x+rpla.G + 7 u k- a. M
' + a- V




= (px * cosh Xx + p, * cos X%) I (Px* + 0,*)
a^
= (p, * cosh Xx + 0X* cos 1,) / (p } + ( *)
a^
= (Px * sinh Xs + P, sin X,) / (p + 0 *) 1^
a, - 2 (cosh X, - cos X.) / (0 * + 0 *) 1 *4n a
28
n
*5n = 6 <P 8inh Xi ~ Px 8in !,)/(?,'+ 0, *) P* 1
a6n
= (P ' 8lnh Xi + Px ' sin X, ) / (04 * + 02) 0 1















Xx = 0* I
n




A section of the foundation between stations r and r + 1 is shown in
figure 11 and figure 12. The foundation structure is sub-divided into
uniform shearbeam sections. In this case, all speed dependent terms in
the equations of shaft section are zero, and the foundation is allowed to
have different stiffness properties in the horizontal and vertical
directions. The equations of motion for a uniform beam section between





zG dz}&V ei, at*
~





Substituting gives the expressions
(3.23)
(3.24)








r' T V^,r* l
^1 ef,r+i
W.




Figure 12. Foundation Section Between Two Stat ions
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Similar to the shaft section, to demonstrate the solution procedure for








Substitution in equations (3.25) gives:
(3.28)
d4*f dxf
+ 2er** - s*xf = 0
dx dz
(3.29)
The solution to this expression is:
x. = D. cosh (zx) + Dj sinh (exz) + Dj cos (e,z) + D^ sin (e,z)
(3.30)
where D , D~, D, and D. are constants to be determined from the
boundary conditions. The eigenvalues of these expressions are given
by:
ex - s {^/l + (o
e) - (o e)*)
X/*
(3.31)
, - a f>/l + (o
e) + (o a)*}
X/*
(3.32)
The boundary conditions for the foundation section are:
~
" l Xt m *fr* " fr' Mf ' Mfr' Vf =
Vfr' (3-33)
At the other end of the seotion:
z " Lfr* xf " xf.r+l' 9f " 9f.r+l' Mf " Hf.r+1' Vf = Vf,r+1
33
(3'34)
Upon substitution the required transfer matrix expressions for the foundation
are found to be:
x* -j.1 - i x. . L. b, G, , h b, M ' h, b- V,' (3.35)f,r+l = lr f,r + f,r 3r f,r + 2r 4r f,r + 3r 7r f,r
* * = - * K b. x. + b 9, + h, b. M + h, b. V.' (3.36)f,r+l r 2r 3r f,r 2r f.r lr 6r f,r 2r 4r f,r
K .^.1 " - * L, b . x, +
*
0 LJ b, G_ + b. M ' + L, b- Vif,r+l x f.r 4r f.r T r f.r 5r f,r 2r f.r f,r 3r f.r
(3.37)
V, _., - 0 b9 x. + l 0 L. b. 9, + J- 0 h, b, M' + b. Vif,r+l r 3r f.r r r f.r 4r f.r ~- r 2r 5r f.r lr f,r
(3.38)
where
blr - (\ cosh P1 + z\ cos V2) I U\ + *\ )
2 2 2 2
b2r = (e2 cosh J^ + Sj cos V2> / (j + 82 *
b3r - (ej sinh yx * e2 sin ^) / iz\ * ) Lf#r
2 2 2
b4r = 2 (cosh Vx ~ cos V2) / ( + e2 ) Lf r
2 2 2 3
b5r " 6 (e2 ,inh^i ~ el *ln^/2) / ("l + *2 } 8 Lf,r
b6r -
(3






















The solution for the foundation in the y- direction is similar to the above.
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4. TIAMSFEK MATKIX CALCULATION
4.1 Transfer Matrix Procedure
As mentioned in the introduction, the transfer procedure is to express
and calculate variables including shear forces, bending moments, slopes
and diaplacements at an arbitrary rotor system station n+1 in terms of
theae variables at the previous station n.
At an arbitrary station n. from equations (2.21) through (2.28), a
transfer matrix form oan be written as follows:
Vxiv














At a shaft section between station n and station n+1, from equation




















Therefore, if variables including slopes, displacements, shear force
and bending moments at the first station (left end) are known, we can
use the Transfer Matrix I and II in equation (4.1) and (4.2) to
calculate those variables at the 2nd, 3rd, 4tb ... stations through
the last station (right end).
In fact, at the first station, shear forces and bending moments should
be assumed zero because it is a free end, but slopes and displacements
are unknown. A superposition principle must be used next.
38
Superposition Principle
For 1-Level and 1-1/2 Level systems, the rotor is assumed to have free




=V,= V, =M=M=M, =M, =0 (4.3)
xcl xsl ycl ysl xcl xsl ycl ysl
V = V
xcr xsr
= V =V =M =M =M
ycr ysr xcr xsr ycr
= M = 0
ysr
(4.4)
Starting the transfer matrix calculation from the left end of the rotor
(see figures 2 and 3) equation (4.3) is used. However, the slopes and
diaplacements Gxcl, Gxsl, Oycl, Gysl, Xcl, Xsl, Ycl, and Tsl are
unknown. Using the superposition principle, each unknown is applied
separately as follows:
Calculation case 1. G
i





Calculation case 3. G
Calculation case 4. G
ycl = 1
1 = 1ys
Calculation case 5. x
cl = 1
Calculation case 6. x , -
si -1-
Calculation case 7. y . _ ^
Calculation case 8. y . _ ^
other terms = o
other terms = o
other terms = o
other terms = o
other terms = o
other terms = 0
other terms = o
other terms = o
And one more calculation including only unbalances, i.e. the excitation
sources:
Calculation case 9. U^ = Um/ u^ = Dyn other terms = o
For each calculation case, equations (2.21) through (2.28) and
equations (3.19) through (3.22) are used to calculate the shear forces,
the bending moments, the slopes and the displacements along the rotor
through the right end.
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After each calculation has been performed from the left end to the
right end of the rotor, a column of results at the right end including
eight coefficients Vxcr, Vxsr, Vycr, Vysr. Mxcr. Mxsr. Mycr. and Mysr
can be obtained. Finally nine columns of coefficients are gathered.
At the right end of the rotor, equation (4.4) must be satisfied.
Assume the slopes and displacements of the left end are Gxcl, Gxsl,
Gycl, ysl, Xcl, Xsl, Ycl, Ysl. From the superposition principle the














xcr. 2 xcr, 8
xsr, 2 xsr. 8
V V
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V V
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Equations (4.5) are then solved for Gxcl, Gxsl, Gycl, Oysl. Xcl, Tsl,
Yd and Ysl. Then actual values of shearing force, bending moment,
slope and displacement at any station along the rotor can be
determined, by back substitution, through equations (4.1) and (4.2).
Then all results of all rotor stations are obtained.
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5. 2-1/2 LEVEL TECHNIQUE
For 2-1/2 Level system, the algorithms are as follows (5.1 to 5.3), see
Figure 1 and Figure 13.
5.1 At each station of the rotor, except the connection shear forces and
moments, only 3 contributions apply:
1. Inertia force snd inertia moment
2. Gyroscopic moment
3. Unbalance force
5*2 At each station of the foundation, except the connection shear forces
and moments, only 2 contributions apply:
1. Inertia force and inertia moment
2. Foundationsupport reaction forces (see figure 1.9):
In the x - direction F . = -K _ x. - C . x.
xf xf f xf f
In the y - direction F , = -K__ j, - C , y.J yf yf 'f yf f
5.3 Forces between the rotor and the foundation are analyzed as follows:
The 2-1/2 Level system is more complicated because there are two
longitudial bodies (rotor and foundation) and several pedestals with
mass between them. For both rotor and foundation calculations, the
transfer matrix calculation will also be used from left ends of the
rotor and the foundation through their left ends, similar to section
4. But at locations where interconnection between the rotor and the
foundation occurs, the algorithm of force effects between the rotor and
the foundation needs to be derived. Assume at any previous location
that rotor whirl amplitudes Xcn, Xsn, Yen, Ysn and the foundation
vibration amplitudes Xcnf, Xsnf, Ycnf and Ysnf are known. Then the
corresponding force responses to the rotor, Fxcn, Fxsn, Fycn, and Fysn,
and force responses to the foundation Fxcnf, Fxsnf, Fycnf, and Fysnf,
and pedestal vibration amplitudes Xcnp, Xsnp, Ycnp and Ysnp, are to be
solved. From Newton's second law of motion for the pedestal mass and






















































Figure 13. 2-1/2 Level Support System for Solution
Algorithm
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X - X t
cnp cnf
X - X f
snp snf
(5.3,5.4)



























































olvtng the equations (5.1) to 5.12) wo can determine the forces F , F
xcn xsn
Cn' Fysn' Fxcnf Fxf Fycnf Fysnf.
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Then, applying the reaction forces from the pedestal to the rotor and
foundation, (see Figure 13), the transfer matrix calculation can be
continued.
For a rotor and a foundation with free ends, the shear force and the





























U = M = 0
yclf yslf
(5.15)
M , = M _ = 0
ycrf ysrf
(5.16)
Starting the transfer matrix calculations from the left end of the
rotor, equations (5.13) and (5.15) are used. Although the slope and
the amplitude are unknown, using the superposition principle similar to
section 4, the calculation cases are as follows:
1. xcl 1 Others = 0
2. 9xsl 1 Others = 0
3.
ycl
= 1 Others = 0
4. Vi 1 Others = 0
5. Xcl = 1 Others = 0
6. Xsl 1 Others = 0
7. ycl 1 Others = 0
8. yl = 1 Others = 0
9. 9xclf 1 Others = 0
10. x.lf 1 Others = 0
11. ycli" = 1 Others = 0
12. 9yslf = 1 Others = 0
13. Xclf = 1 Others = 0
14. X.lf 1 Others = 0
15. yclf 1 Others = 0
16. y.lf 1 Others = 0
17 n _ n u Others = 0
yn
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For each calculation case, similar to section 4, equations (2.21)
through (2.28) and equations (3.19) through (3.22) and equation (3.35)
through (3.38) are used to calculate shear forces, bending moments,
displacements and slopes along the rotor and the foundation. Whenever
the interconnection between the rotor and the foundation occurs, the
reaction forces to the rotor and to the foundation are solved for.
These forces are calculated from previous derivations by solving
equations (5.1) through (5.12). Then the transfer matrix is continued
along through the right ends of the rotor and the foundation.
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At the right end of the rotor and the foundation, equations (5.14) and (5.16)
































































































Equations (5.17) are then solved for 0 ,, G
xcl
G 9
xsl ycl ysl cl si cl
yi ,,. G , G ,., G , , x ,,, x ,., y ,, and y ... By backsi xclf xslf yclf yslf elf slf elf slf
substitution, the actual values of shear force, bending moment, slope, and
amplitude along both rotor and foundation, and then the pedeatal motions can be
determined.
Note that the rotor may have different stations from the foundation, the
interconnection stations can be arbitrary, and the foundation support stations
can also be arbitrary.
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6. VIBRATION AMPLITUDE AND FORCE TRANSMISSION
6.1 Vibration Amplitude
6.1.1 Vibration Amplitude of Major and Minor Axis
From Section 4 and 5, vibration amplitudes have been determined,
e.g. for any station of the rotor, we obtain x . x , y amd y .
c s c s
Actually, it is an elliptical whirl path, see Figure 14, and is
expressed by the following formulas:
x = x cosmt + x sinwt (6.1)
c s




The (x.y)- coordinate system is rotated an angle B in the same direction as w
to become (x-.y-j,).
Then:
i, = a cos (<ot + t.) (6.3)
?! = b sin (ut 4- tj) (6.4)
where a and b are the major and minor axis respectively of the ellipse. From
figure 14,
xx = x cos 6 + y sin 8 (6.5)
y = -x sin B + y cos 6 (6.6)
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Figure 14. Elliptical Whirl Relations
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Then:
1/2 1 (v + V + V + ysJ) +[(V + V - V - V>*
+ 4 (x y + x
0 3C ,
*>' ] *'' j (6.7)
X y x y
C JS S JC
(6.8)
Here it is necessary to allow b to become negative. The reason is that the
transformation from the (x.y) coordinate to the ellipse must be able to
discern between forward and backward whirl (i.e. the shaft center may travel in
the same direction or in the opposite direction of direction of rotation
depending on the values of x , x , y and y ).
CSC s
i.e. (xc y. " x. yc> > forward whirl
(xc y. " x. yc> < backward whirl







2 (x y + x y )




C S ;C ;S.
(6.9)
Thus B is the angle from the positive x-axis to the major axis of the ellipse.
The computer output gives a, b and 0.
6.1.2 Vibration amplitude and phase angle for the x- and y-direction.
As shown in Section 6.1.1, for the x-direction:
x - x cos at + x sin mtc s
(x 2 + T i) ' cos(o)t - 0)
c xs '
xffl cos(t - 0X) (6.10)
where:
xm = <x * + x)c s
= cos
-1




Also for the y-direction:
y cos (cot - 0 )
m y
(6.13)
y_ = <V + ys2)
= cos
*/>




The computer output also gives x, 0 , y and 0 .
6.1.3 Computer Output
Since each rotor station (and each foundation station if LEVEL=3) whirls in


















The major axis of the ellipse: a (i.e. the maximum amplitude
during one revolution)
The minor axis of the ellipse: b
The angle between the horizontal axis (x-axis) of the overall
reference system and the major axis of the ellipse: 0, degrees.
Amplitude in the horizontal direction: x .r
m
Phase angle of x: 0 , degrees. It means the vibration amplitude
in the x-direction is equal to x cos(wt - 0 ).
m
Amplitude in the vertical direction: y
Phase angle of the y: 0 , degrees. It means the vibration
amplitude in the ydirection is equal to y cos(ut - 0 ).
m y
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6.2 Transmitted Force and Pedestal Motion
6.2.1 2-Level System
Let the force transmitted to the pedestal at station n (i.e. at a
certain bearing location) be denoted F. From equations (2.1) through
(2.4) and (2.7) through (2.8), it is seen:
F '
xc = AVXc,n ~ AVxc.n + mnu'icn + co2UXn (6.16)
F /
xs = AVIS,n - AVIS,n + mn<i)xsn - u^Uyn (6.17)
P t
yc = AVyC,n - AVyc#n + mn(i>2yCn + w*Uyn (6.18)
F *
ys = AVys#n - AVys,n + mnwaySn + wanxn (6.19)




xp = ._ (6.20)










Fxc (XPx - mpco1) - Fxs >Cpx
xcp = . - <6'22>
(K
px
- mpu>2)2 + (wCpx)2
xc wCpx + Fxs (Kpx - mp co2)
ysp = - <6-23>
(Kpx ~ mpto2)2 + (coCpx)2
.sa_
or
yc (^py mpco2 ) - FyS coCpy
ycp = (6.24)
(Kpy ~ mpw2) + <> ^y)2







The force transmitted to the foundation becomes:
xp
= KpX Xp + icoCpj Xp (6.26)
yp = Kpy yp + icoCpy yp (6.27)
xcp
= Fxc + mpco2 xcp (6.28)
Fxsp = Fxs + mpco2 xsp (6.29)
yep
= Fyc + mp<>>2 Yep (6.30)
Fysp = Fys + mpwl ysp (6.31)
6.2.2 1-Level System
For the 1Level system, the pedestals are rigid and their motion
is equal to zero. Simply use equations (6.16) to (6.19) to obtain
forces transmitted to the pedestals.
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6.2.3 21/2 Level System
As shown in Section 5 (see figure 13) the pedestal motion, force
transmitted to the pedestal and force transmitted to the
foundation are solved by substituting the final x , x , y ,
cn sn cn
y , x ., x ., y ., and y , into equations (5.1) through
sn cnf snf cnf snf
(5.12). The following quantities can be obtained:
Force transmitted to pedestal: F , F , F and F
xcn xsn yen ysn
Force transmitted to foundation: F ., F ., F . and F ,
xcnf xsnf yenf ysnf
Pedestal motion: x , x , y and y
cnp snp cnp snp
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III. RESULTS
Four examples are used and will be explained as follows:
Example 1. Multi-Level Rotor-Foundation Systems
The simple cylindrical rotor with a single mid-span unbalance shown in figure
15 is mounted in end supports. These supports consist of damped flexible
bearings, with pedestals and a continuous foundation which is mounted on
damped, flexible columns. System dimensions, stiffnesses, and damping details
are given in the computer printout. The unbalance response of the rotor was
calculated (a) as a onelevel system (rotor in damped flexible bearings,
without cross-coupling, rigid pedestals, rigid foundation), (b) as a two-level
system (rotor in the same damped flexible bearings, and very stiff pedestals),
(c) as a 2-1/2 level system (rotor, bearings, very stiff pedestals, very stiff
foundation, and supports), (d) as a two-level system (with soft pedestals), and
(e) as a 21/2 level system with very stiff pedestals and soft foundation and
supports. Computed results for these three cases are shown in figure 16 and in
table 1. The onelevel results from case (a) were checked against formula
values, and against results from a proven circular orbit one-level program.
The twolevel results from case (b) were also checked against the same program.
The influence of the foundation on the rotor response from case (c) for very
stiff foundation and supports was found to be small, but the correlation with
proven results was close. The analysis and results were verified through two
levels against one level. The effect of the pedestals on the rotor response
from case (d) was found to be larger, i.e., the peak amplitude increase and its
corresponding speed decrease a little bit. The influence of the foundation on
the rotor response in the case of soft foundation and supports was found to be
significant, i.e., the maximum amplitude increase greatly and its corresponding
speed decrease a little bit. These are shown in figure 16. All results are
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1000 2000 3000 <I000 speed, rpra
(a) One-Level System
(b) Two-Level System (with very stiff
pedestals)
(c) 2-1/2 Level System (with very stiff
pedestals and foundation)
(d) Two-Level System (with soft pedestals)
(e) 2-1/2 Level System (with very stiff
pedestals and soft foundation)
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The hand calculation procedure is shown next. Figure 16b shows the flexible
rotor system in damped symmetric bearings. The following data taken from
Reference [4], is assumed for the example.
L, length of the shaft, 20 inches
n, mass of the disk, 0.5176 lb-sec /in (Weight 200 lb)
Ks, shaft stiffness. 2 x
104
lb/in'
4Kjj, bearing stiffness, 10 lb/in
Cjj, bearing damping, 24.8 lb - sec/in
Xj.Y", translatory displacement of the disk
^2'Yo translatory displacement of the leftend of the shaft
^3' Y3 translatory displacement of the right end of the shaft
a, eccentricity of center of gravity, 0.3125 x
10*3 in
(equivalent to 1 oz in unbalance)
<o, angular speed, 162.3156 rad/sec (1550 rpm)
The displacement X at the disk is to be calculated.
The equations of motion of the mass are:
*lX = -5(I,-JJ- K5(XrI3)+ moL6U2co3cut ( |a)















Figure 16b. Rotor System for Hand Calculation
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K;(X,-X2)= Kb X, -r Ck i, (2ft)
K$(Y,-)D= Kky3 - QY (id;
Since the system is assumed symmetrical, X = X, and Y = Y,. Therefore, only
4 unknowns remain: X Y- , X~, Y,. The four equations are:
mY + 2 Ks0f- y; = m, a
cu*sf h cut (3 b)
- ^(X-Xx) = K.X.-vCfct^ pc;
- k.pf.-rj = KbY2 TCby2 t3dj





X2=x2e:ujt,- Y,= y^e.^* C4b;
The equations may be written as:




;"* = ( Kb y2 + ^ cb y, ) *-* (;
which become:
-nvcOaXl-+-zKs(x1- x2) = m<W





Since the orbits will be circular, only Equations (6a), and (6c), need be
solved. The solutions of Equations (6b) and (6d) will give the same answer.
Solve Equation (6c) for X2:
xz =
Ks X*\ (.* )
Substitute this into Equation (6a):
-ruco^X, +
2KyX,-





CKbi-Ks) + *ujCb J '







f I- (I -rK)_fT-r cu CyKb ( i -.a1;
-M 1-rK) -r- ^ ^Cb
' X. = moLuJ3 Oo;
^ks Kb
Rearranging terms and solving for X gives:
X, =






From this expression the magnitude of the whirl radius at the point of
attachment of the disk to the shaft is found:
|*.
T L (i-_Oj < Kb /
('*)
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= I. ill mils.
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Example 2. Four Bearing Rotor System
A four bearing rotor system given by Lund [8] is shown in figure 17. The rotor
in the original example was modeled using a 27-station lumped-mass
representation and was calculated using the eight coefficient bearing data and
results are given for 1000, 3000, and 5000 rpm in [8], To compare the program
described herein, a similar distributed mass model was developed and calculated
first using the one-level version of the 2-1/2 level procedure. Later a
suitable pedestal structure and foundation was added to the model. Details are
given in the computer printout. Results for the one-level code comparison are
given in table 2, and the close agreement is evident. The full lines in figure
18 show the amplitude response for several rotor locations (bearings, mid-
span), together with two and 2-1/2 level response data, and with Lund's
results. In each instance the correlation is close. This again verifies the
multi-level analysis. The energy balance was also satisfied.
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146.73"
7.81" *- 74.65" ><-35.68" 28. 56'1
Figure 17. Three-Rotor Four-Bearing System (Example 2)
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Table 2. Comparison of Results from Example 2
(Whirl Amplitude at Station 10, mils)
Speed
rpm.
2-1/2 Level Program Lund Result
One-LevelOneLevel Two-Level 2-1/2 Level
1000 0.286 E-l 0.286 E-l 0.286 E-l 0.286 E-l
2000 0.116 E 0 0.116 E 0 0.116 E 0
3000 0.294 E 0 0.294 E 0 0.294 E 0 0.294 E 0
4000 0.595 E 0 0.595 E 0 0.595 E 0
4500 0.914 E 0 0.914 E 0 0.914 E 0
5000 0.929 E 0 0.928 E 0 0.928 E 0 0.929 E 0
6000 0.553 E 0 0.553 E 0 0.553 E 0
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4- Station 10. 2-Lcvcl. Program Results
? Station 16. 2-Level. Program Results
V Station 2<. 2-Levcl. Program Results
(J) Station 10, 3-Level.





Station 10. 1-Level. Lund Results
Station 16. 1-Level. Lund Results




Figure 18. Dynamic Response Comparison (Example 2)
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Example 3. 300 MW Multi-Span Turbine Generator Unit
The turbine-generator unit shown in figure 19 is mounted in six MFG-type fluid-
film bearings (see Gliencke [14]), ranging in size from 200 mm (7.87 in.) to
400 mm (15.75 in.) shaft diameter. Oil of av. viscosity 16 cp was admitted to
the bearings. The rotor model has 204 stations. Four unbalances ranging from
45 oz. in. to 573 oz. in., were applied in the (+. -, +, -) mode to the first
four rotors at the locations shown in figure 19, to determine the unbalance
response properties of the unit. Table 3 shows typical shaft amplitude results
at both generator bearing locations, together with a comparison of these
results with data obtained using a finite element calculation. The correlation
between results obtained with this analysis and an finite element method for a
comprehensive system model is again close.
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Calculated by Brown Boveri and Company, Baden, Switzerland
**
Bearing of the generator on the turbine side
***
Close to the working speed
Bearing of the generator on the SCHL side
Remark:
In general, the finite element calculation gives an approximate result. In
this comparison both results are very close to each other, so that they also
show a very good verification
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Example 4. 900 MW Multi-Span Turbine-Generator Onit
The turbine-generator unit with six rotors shown in figure 20 is mounted in
seven fluid-film bearings. The rotor model has 257 stations. Three unbalances
were applied in the (+, -, +) mode at the locations shown in figure 20, to
determine the unbalance response properties of the unit. Table 4 shows a
typical shaft amplitude results at two bearings locations, together with a
comparison of these results with data obtained using a finite element
calculation. The correlation between results obtained with this analysis and
finite element method is again close.
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Table 4. Comparison of Results from Example 4
(Whirl Amplitude, nuns)
Speed 2-1/2 Level Finite Element




1600 0.0140 0.0135 3.57%
Bearing 5**** 1600 0.1390 0.1356 2.45%
Bearing 6***** 1600 0.1130 0.1067 5.58%
Calculated by Brown Boveri and Company, Baden, Switzerland
Bearing of the ND3 turbine rotor
**
Close to the working speed
****
Bearing of the generator on the turbine side
*****
Bearing of the generator on the SCHL side
Remark:
In general, the finite element calculation gives an approximate result. In
this comparison both results are very close to each other, so that they also
show a very good verification.
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The computer printouts of the examples are put next as follows:
I. Example 1
2. Example 2
3 . Exampl e 3
4. Example 4
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1.2 EXAMPLE 1, 2-LEVEL RESULTS
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j-. cm cm cm
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3. EXAMPLE 3
AN ACTUAL 300 MW T0RBINB-GENERATOR. see Figure 19.
3.1 Result of this Progru
This turbine-generator unit has 6 bearings. 204 rotor stations, flexible
pedestals, 4 unbalance weight. This machine is used for a fossil power plant.
working speed 3000 rpm. The results are listed next.
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AN ACTUAL 900 Mf TTOtBINEHiTCNEKArOR, see Figure 20.
4.1 Result of this Progran
This turbine-generator unit has 7 bearings. 257 rotor stations, flexible
pedestals. 3 unbalance weight. This machine is used for a nuclear power plant.
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IV. DISCUSSION
The analysis and results presented in this thesis demonstrate an approach which
possesses considerable generality for the problem of linear rotor systems
supported in massive foundations. The rotor formulation is the standard
distributed mass-elastic representation, and is essentially unlimited in the
amount of detail which can be included (provided the computer size and
precision are available). Example 3 was run on a CDC machine with double
precision arithmetic, using 204 stations and 6 fluid-film bearings. The
correlation achieved with accepted data was close to all check data points.
For the precision requirement, the more bearings or the more stations, the more
precision needed. Single precision can be used on simple rotor-bearing-
pedestal-foundation systems, and double precision is important to use for
complicated rotor systems.
Example 2 demonstrates the degree of correlation which was obtained between
accepted results and the analysis given herein. This application also showed
that the dynamics of the original rotor system were not substantially changed
with a representative very stiff foundation and very stiff pedestals were added
to the model, see figure 18. Foundation details were chosen to give natural
frequencies within the speed (exciting frequency) range considered. No
significant resonances were found, as the lower curve of figure 18 shows. This
demonstrates how foundation dynamic response depends upon the excitation
coupling conditions, and upon the level of damping in any mode which may become
excited by the forces transmitted from the rotor unbalance vibrations.
A useful aspect of the foundation representation in the system model is the
allowance for differences between the distributed stiffness properties in the
x- and y- directions. This model allows rectilinear foundation structures such
as those of turbine-generator bases to be analyzed, using the 2-1/2 level
program. It also overcomes the restriction of requiring the distributed
foundation be in essence, composed of circular cylindrical sections about the
rotor length. Thus the dynamic properties of a machine foundation may first be
determined by modal testing, and then a suitable dynamic model can be prepared
having different mass and stiffness distributions in the x- and y- directions
as input for the 2-1/2 level analysis program.
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V. INCLUSION
In conclusion it can be said that the analysis and program discussed in this
thesis have both undergone extensive testing for verification and both appear
to be functioning satisfactorily. This has provided a distributed rotor-
foundation program of considerable generality for use in analyzing machine
foundation rotor and vibration problems.
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VI. RECDMMEJMJDATION
Another approach on the self-excited instability analysis is important on some
large turbine-generator units or other systems including massive flexible
foundations. It can be carried out by some additional efforts on the basis of
this thesis. That is to insert the algorithm to calculated the oil^whip
instability threshold speed, after the 2-1/2 level technique and transfer
matrix calculation have been done, and delete the excitation forces from the
rotor unbalance.
About the approach on failure of large turbine-generator units or other systems
including massive flexible foundations, some time nonlinear transient analysis
is useful. This analysis can also be developed with more efforts on the basis
of the thesis. For example, the nonlinearity of the bearing reaction, insert
into the bearing force section the algorithm including the nonlinear bearing
coefficients as functions of some variables such vibration amplitude, rotating
speed, oil viscosity, etc.
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APPENDIX
THE LIST OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
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C THIS PROGRAM IS A PROORAM WHICH CALCULATES DYNAMIC
*** *
C RESPONSES OF 3-LEVEL FLEXIBLE ROTOR SYSTEMS.
C A 3-LEVEL FLEXIBLE ROTOR SYSTEM INCLUDES ROTORS. BEARINCS.
Ca PEDESTALS. WHOLE-BODY FOUNDATION AND SUPPORTS OF FOUNDATION ?
C*
C*
Ca PROGRAMMER: SHIXIANO ZHOU ?
C












C PROGRAM FOR UNBALANCE RESPONSE OF 3-LEVEL ROTOR SYSTEMS
C INPUT DATA EXPLANATIONS
C LEVEL: -1. WITH BEARING EFFECT ONLY. RIOID PEDESTAL & FOUNDATION *
C -2. WITH BEARING tc PEDESTAL EFFECTS. RIOID FOUNDATION
C -3. WITH BEARINO. PEDESTAL (c FOUNDATION EFFECTS
C NU: NUMBER OF UNBALANCES
C IUNIT: =0. EES UNIT *
c -1. SI UNIT *
C IOMEGA: -1, BEARINO COEFFICIENTS ARE OF OMECACXX. OMECA*CXY. ... FORM ?
c -O. BEARINO COEFFICIENTS ARE OF CXX. CXY. FORM
C ICOEF: -O. NO LIST PROVIDED FOR BEARINC COEFFICIENTS INTERPOLATION VS RPM
C -1. WITH LIST PROVIDED FOR BEARINC COEFF. INTERPOLATION VS RPM ?
c NLIST: NUMBER OF ROWS OF LIST PROVIDED FOR BEARINC COEFF. INTERPOLATION ?
C ALIST: SPEEDCRPMJ OF 1ST ROW OF LIST .ALSO AS INCREAMENT OF SPEED FOR ?
C INTERPOLATION *





COMMON HH1 C 9. 28. 2 ) . HH2 C 9. 28. 2 ) . HH3 C 9. 28. 2 ) . HH4 C 9. 28. 2 )
a- TS31 <9. 28. 2J. TS32C9. 28. 2). TS33C9. 28. 2). TS34C9. 28. 2)
COMMON/KL/ TS1C16. 16 J. TS2C16. D.TS3C16. 1 )
1. CP1C7).CP2C7).CP3C7).CP4C7).CP3C7).CP6C7),CP7<7).CPBC7)
2. SHRXCC28. 2). SHRXSC28. 2). SHRYCC28. 2) . SHRYSC28. 2 ) .
1 SHLXCC29. 2). SHLXSC28. 2) . SHLYC (28. 2) . SHLYSC28. 2)
COMMON/AB/ SSXCC9. 28. 2). SSXSC9. 28. 2). SSYCC9. 28. 2)
1. SSYSC9. 28. 2)
2. SSSXC C 9. 28. 2 ) . SSSXS < 9. 28. 2 > . SSSYC ( 9. 28. 2 ) . SSSYS ( 9. 28. 2 )
COMMON/CD/ RXCC9. 28. 2). RXSC9, 28. 2). RYCC9. 28. 2). RYSC9. 28. 2) .
1SXCC9. 28. 2). SXSC9. 28. 2). SYCC9. 28. 2). SYSC9, 28. 2)
COMMON/MN/ LCSC28. 2>.RM<28. 2) . RIP C28. 2) . R ITC28. 2 ) .
1 RSIXYC28.2I,
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2 RL(28. 2). RS(2B>. RSID(28). RU(28> . RWID<28). LB (7, 2), SXX<7. 2>.
3 BXX(7. 2).SXY(7.2).BXY(7.2).SYX(7.2>.BYX(7.2>. SYY(7. 2). BYY17. 2) .
4 SSXXC7. 2). BBXX(7. 2). SSXY(7.2). BBXY17. 2).
3 SSYXC7. 2>.BBYX(7.2). SSYY(7. 2) . BBYY(7. 2)
COMMON/OP/ DVXAC28. 2) . DVXBC28. 2) . DVXC(28. 2). DVXD(28. 2),
1DVYBC28. 2). DVYCC28. 2). DVYDC28. 2). DMXA(28. 2). DMXBC28. 2).
2DMXDC28. 2). DMYAC28. 2). DMYDC28. 2). DMYCC28. 2). DMYDC28. 2).
3B11C28. 2). SI 1 <28. 2>
4. DVYAC28. 2). DMXCC28. 2). S12C28. 2)
COMMON/OR/ B12C28. 2). S21 (28. 2). B21 (28. 2). S22(28. 2)
1. B22C28. 2).
2B1C28. 3J. B2C28. 3). B3(28. 3). 04(28. 3). B5(28. 3). B&(28. 3).
3B8C28. 3J. B9C28. 3). B IOC 28. 3). XTC(8. 2). XTSC8. 2). NAME (70)
4. B7C28. 3)
COMMON/ST/ AC (8. 9). AS (8. 9). WC ( 16. 16). WS ( 16. 16). WA(16. 16).
1 WCCC16. 1 ). CFMC 16. 16). CCFM(16. 16).
2 YMC28. 2). DENSC28. 2) . SHMC28). SHMXYC28. 2)
COMMON/EF/ SXX8(7. 14. 2). BXX8C7. 14. 2).SXY8(7. 14. 2). BXY8C7. 14. 2).
1 SYX8C7. 14. 2). BYX8(7. 14. 2). SYY8(7. 14. 2). BYY8(7. 14. 2)
COMMON/AY/ AXYC28)
1. NSC2). NB(2). XCC8). XSC8)
2. PMXC7. 2J.PKXC7. 2).PDXC7. 2J.PMYC7. 2) . PKYC 7. 2) . PDYC7. 2)
3. LUC28. 2). VUCC28. 2) . VUSC28. 2). BUCC28. 2)
4. BUSC28. 2).NUC2>
3. BBXX2C7. 2). BBXY2C7. 2). BBYX2C7. 2). BBYY2C7. 2)




1 CSPST. SPFN. SPIN. SPD. NB1. NS1. NB2. NS2. NCC1. NCC2, NCCK. NCC.
2 LEVEL, IUNIT. IOMEGA. ICOEF. NLIST. ALIST. II. 12. 13)
CALL SOLVE
1 CSPST. SPFN. SPIN. SPD. NB1. NS1. NB2. NS2. NCC1. NCC2. NCCK. NCC.





I CSPST. SPFN, SPIN. SPD. NB1.NS1.NB2. NS2. NCC 1 . NCC2. NCCK. NCC.
2 LEVEL. IUNIT. IOMEGA, ICOEF. NLIST. ALIST, I 1. 12, 13)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H. O-Z)
C
C




COMMON HH1 (9. 28. 2). HH2(9. 28. 2). HH3(9. 28. 2). HH4(9.
28. 2)
1. TS31 (9. 28. 2). TS32(9. 28. 2>. TS33(9. 28. 2 ) . TS34 ( 9.
28. 2)
COMMON/KL/ TS1 ( 16. 16). TS2( 16. I >. TS3 ( 16. 1 >
1.
CP1(7),CP2(7),CP3(7).CP4C7),CP5(7).CP6(7).CP7(7),CP8(7)
2. SHRXC(28. 2).SHRXS(28. 2 ) . SHR YC ( 20. 2 > . SHR YS
( 28. 2).
1 SHLXC(28.2).SHLXS(2S. 2 I . SHLYC ( 28. 2 > . SHLYS
( 28. 2)
COMMON/AB/ SSXC(9. 28. 2).SSX5(9.28.2).SSYC(9. 28.
2)
I. SSYSC9. 28. 2)
2. SSSXC(9- 28. 2). SSSXS(9.28.2). SSSYC19. 28, 2 ) ,
SSSYS( 9. 28, 2)
COMMON/CD/ RXC(9,28.2).RXS 9. 28. 2 . PYC ( 9. 28. 2
) . RYS( 9. 28. 2 ) .
1SXC(9, 28, 2)-SXS(9, 28. 2).SYC(9. 28. 2). SYS
(9. 28. 2)
COMMON/MN/ LCS(28. 2).RM(28. 2 ) . R t P ( 28. 2 ) .
R I T ( 28. 2 ) .




IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION <A-H.O-Z>
3 BXX(7. 2), SXY(7, 2), BXY(7. 2), SYX(7, 2), BYX(7. 2), SYY<7. 2). BYY(7, 2),
4 SSXX(7, 2). BBXX(7, 2), SSXY(7, 2), BBXY(7, 2),
5 SSYX(7, 2), BBYXC7, 2), SSYY(7. 2). BBYY(7, 2)
COMMON/OP/ DVXAC28, 2), DVXB(28. 2). DVXCC28. 2 ) . DVXD ( 28, 2 ) .
1DVYB(28, 2), DVYC(28, 2), DVYD(28. 2), DMXA(28. 2). DMXB(28. 2).
2DMXD(28. 2). DMYAC28, 2). DMYB(28, 2), DMYC(28. 2), DMYD(28. 2),
3B11C28. 2). SI 1(28. 2)
4. DVYAC28. 2). DMXC(28. 2), S12C28. 2)
COMMON/OR/ B12(28, 2 ) , S21 ( 28, 2 ) , B21 (28, 2 ) , S22(28, 2)
1, B22C28. 2).
2B1 (28. 3). B2(28. 3). B3(28. 3), B4(28, 3), B5(28. 3), B6(28. 3),
3B8(28, 3). B9C28. 3). B10C28, 3), XTCC8, 2), XTS(8. 2). NAME (70)
4. B7(28. 3)
COMMON/ST/ AC (8. 9), AS (8. 9), WC ( 16, 16). WS ( 16. 16), WA ( 16, 16),
1 WCC( 16. 1). CFM(16. 16), CCFM(16. 16).
2 YMC28, 2). DENSC28. 2). SHMC28). SHMXYC28. 2)
COMMON/EF/ SXX8C7. 14.2). BXX8C7. 14. 2). SXY8(7, 14,2). BXY8(7. 14. 2).
1 SYX8(7. 14. 2). BYX8C7. 14. 2). SYY8C7. 14, 2), BYY8(7. 14, 2)
COMMON/AY/ AXYC28)
1,NS(2).NB(2). XC(8). XS(8)
2, PMX(7. 2), PKX(7, 2), PDX(7, 2), PMY(7, 2). PKY(7. 2). PDY(7. 2)
3, LUC 28, 2), VUCC28, 2), VUS(28, 2), BUC(28, 2)
4, BUS(28, 2), NU(2)
5- BBXX2(7, 2), BBXY2(7, 2). BBYX2C7, 2), BBYY2(7. 2)
DIMENSION DVUC(28, 2). DVUS(28, 2). DMUC(28, 2), DMUS(28, 2)
C
C
C READ Sc WRITE TITLE & CONTROL CARD #1 ( Card 1 & 2 )
C
200 READ (5, lOO) (NAME ( I ) , 1=1 , 70)
READO, 1002) LEVEL. NU( 1 ), IUNIT, IOMEGA, ICOEF, NLIST, ALIST
WRITE(6, 100) (NAME( I ), 1 = 1, 70)
WRITEC6. 104)













READ ?< URITE CONTROL CARD 1*2 ( Card 3 )
195 DO 9220 1 = 1, 13
READ (5. 101 )NS( I >. NB( I )






V220 WRITE(6. 9 102)NS( I ) . NB ( I )
IFCLEVEL. EQ. 3) NCC-=NB(1)
NCC1=NCC*1
NCC2=NCC*2 130
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.Q-Z)
IIDD-0
NSP 1 - 1
IDIO-O
DO 9229 1=1. 13
LCSO. I ) = 1
LCS(NCC2, I)=NS(I)
9229 CONTINUE
C *INPUT DATA FOR ROTOR**
C KJ: NUMBER OF ROTOR STATIONS *
C RM: MASS(OR WEIGHT) AT ROTOR STATION. LBS
C RIP: POLAR MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA. LB*IN*IN *
C RIT: TRANSVERSE MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA. LB*IN*IN *
C RL: LENCTH OF SHAFT SECTION TO THE RIGHT OF THE STATION, INCHES *
C RS: OUTER DIAMETER USED TO CALCULATE SHAFT STIFFNESS ONLY, INCHES
C RSID: INNER DIAMETER USED TO CALCULATE SHAFT STIFFNESS ONLY, INCHES #
C RW: OUTER DIAMETER USED TO CALCULATE SHAFT MASS ONLY, INCHES *
C RWID: INNER DIAMETER USED TO CALCULATE SHAFT MASS ONLY, INCHES ?
C YM: YOUNG'S MODULUS OF SHAFT SECTION, PS I *
C DENS: WEIGHT DENSITY OF SHAFT SECTION, LBS PER CUBIC INCH ?
C SHM: SHEAR FACTOR=( A ) * (G ) , PS I *
WHERE (A)=SHAPE FACTOR FOR SHEAR *
(G)=SHEAR MODULUS. PS I *
WRITE(6. 105)






GO TO (9781,9781.9783). LEVEL
9783 NS2=NS(2)
NB2=NB(2)
DO 9203 J=l, NS2
RIP(J, 2)=0. O
RIT( J, 2)=0. O
9203 CONTINUE
C
C READ Sc WRITE ROTOR DATA CARD ( Card 4 )
C
9781 DO 203 J=l. NS1
READ (3. *) KJ, RM( J, 1 ), RIP( J. 1 >. RIT( J. 1 ), RL(J. 1 ) , RS ( J ) . RW( J)
1, RSID(J), RWIDCJ), YM( J, 1 ), DENS (J. 1 ). SHM( J)
IF( IUNIT. EQ. O) CO TO 9914
WRITE16, 1 1 1 > J. RMC J. 1 ). RIP( J. I ) . RITl J. 1 ) . RL( J. 1 ) , RS ( J) . RS I D( J)
1. RU( J), RWID( J). YM( J. 1 ). DENS (J. 1 >. SHM ( J )
GO TO 9913
9914 YME7=YM( J. 1 )/10000000 0
SHME7=SHM(J)/10O000OO O
WRITE<6. 1 1 1 ) J. RM( J. 1 ), RIP( J, 1 > . R IT( J, 1 ). RL( J. 1 ) , RS ( J ) . RS I D ( J )
l.RW(J),RWID(J), YME7. DENS ( J. 1 ) . 3HME7
J&15 IF (IUNIT EQ 0) GO TO 7914
NP RM( J, 1 )=RM( J, 1 >*2. 204634
RIP (J, 1 )=RIP( J, 1 )0. 0034172
RIT (J, 1 )=RIT( J, 1 )0. 0034 172
RL( J. 1 )=RL( J. 1 )/23. 4
RS( J)=RS( J)/23 4
RSID( J)=RSID( J) /25 4
RUt J) =RW( J ) '7"? 4 -jo-.
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION IA-H. O-Z)
RWID( J)-RWID( J)/23. 4
YM(J, 1 )-YM( J, 1 )1. 4304E07
SHM( J)=SHM( J)*l. 4304E07
DENS ( J. 1 ) =DENS ( J. 1 ) /27. 680
7914 RM( J, 1 )=RM( J, 1 ) *0. 002587992
RIP (J, 1 ) -RIP (J, 1 )/386. 4
RIT( J, 1 )-RIT( J. I )/386. 4
C1=0. 049087383*YM( J. 1 )* ( RS( J) **4-RSI D( J > **4 )
RW( J)=0. 785398 16*DENS( J. 1 )* ( RW( J ) *2-RWI D ( J ) **2 ) /386. 4








C ?INPUT DATA FOR FOUNDATION**
C KJ: NUMBER OF FOUNDATION STATIONS
C RM: MASS(WEIGHT) AT FOUNDATION STATION, LBS
C RSI XYC 1 ): CROSS-SECTIONAL MOMENT OF INERTIA. IN4. IN X-DIRECTION
RSIXY(2): CROSS-SECTIONAL MOMENT OF INERTIA, IN4. IN Y-DIRECTION
|L. RL: LENGTH OF SHAFT SECTION TO THE RIGHT OF THE STATION. INCHES
AXY: CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF THE STATION. IN*IN
C YM: YOUNG'S MODULUS OF SHAFT SECTION, PSI
C DENS: WEIGHT DENSITY OF SHAFT SECTION, LBS PER CUBIC INCH
C SHMXY(l): SHEAR FACTOR-C A) * CG) . PSI, IN X-DIRECTION
C SHMXY(2>: SHEAR FACTOR= ( A) * (G) , PSI, IN Y-DIRECTION
C WHERE (A)=SHAPE FACTOR FOR SHEAR
C (G)=SHEAR MODULUS, PSI
C**#*#**#w*****.*****#****w**************************************




C READ Sc WRITE FOUNDATION DATA CARD ( Card 5)
C
DO 5203 J=1.NS2
READ (5, *> KJ. RMC J. 2). RSIXYC J. 1 ). RSIXY( J, 2), RL( J, 2), AXY( J).
1 YM( J. 2). DENS( J. 2). SHMXY( J. 1 ) . SHMX Y ( J. 2 )
IF( IUNIT. EQ. O) GO TO 3914
WRITE (6. 91 1 1 ) J, RM( J, 2), RSIXY( J. 1 >. RSIXYl J. 2). RL( J, 2). AXY( J)
1 , YM( J. 2), DENS (J, 2), SHMXY( J, 2), SHMXY( J, 2)
9111 FORMAT (2X, 13, 1 X, F8. 1 . 1 X, E8 2, 1 X, E8 2, IX, F8 2. IX. E9 2.
1 IX, E9. 2. IX, E9 2, IX, E9 2, E9. 2)
CO TO 5915
3914 YME7=YM( J, 2)/10000000. 0
SHMXE7=SHMXY( J, 1 )/10000000. O
SHMYE7=SHMXY( J, 2)/10000000 0
WRITE (6, 9111) J, RM(J. 2). RSIXYC J, 1).RSIXY(J.2).RL(J,2).AXY(J).
1 YME7, DENS ( J, 2 ) , SHMXE7. SHMYE7
5915 IF (IUNIT. EQ 0) CO TO 69 14
RMCJ, 2)=RM( J, 2>2. 204634
RSIXY(J. 1)=RSIXY(J, 1)*2 4025096E6
RSIXY( J, 2)=RSIXY( J, 2)-2 4023096E6
RL( J. 2)-RL( J. 2)*39. 37
AXY( J)=AXY( J)*1530
YM( J. 2)-YM( J, 2)*1. 4304E-4
SHMXY( J, 1 )=SHMXY( J. 1 ) 1 4504E--1
SHMXYt J. 2)=SHMXY( J. 2 ' < .50-1!. '
1 Ji
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION lA-H.O-Z'
DENS( J, 2>-DENS( J. 2)*3. 612717E-5





C READ < WRITE LOCATION OF BEARINGS Xc FOUNDATION SUPPORTS (Card 6 & 7 )
C
DO 8205 1 = 1, 13
NBN=NB(I)
READ (5, 101 ) C LB (J. I ), J=l. NBN)
IFCI.EQ. 2) CO TO 9176
WRITE(6, 112)
CO TO 91 IO
9176 WRITEC6. 9112)
9110 CONTINUE





C READ AND/OR WRITE BEARING COEFFICIENTS (Card 8 or 9)
DO 941 L=l. NB1
DO 941 M=l, NLIST
941 READ (5. )KM. SXX8(L. M, 1 ), SXY8(L, M, 1 >, SYX8(L. M, 1 ). SYY8(L, M, 1 ) ,
1 BXX8(L, M. 1), BXY8(L. M. 1 ), BYX8(L, M. 1 ) , BYY8CL, M, 1 )
GO TO 9207
9206 WRITEC6. 113)
DO 206 J-l, NB1
206 READ (3. *)KM. SXXCJ. 1), BXXCJ. 1 ), SXY( J. 1 ) , BXY( J, 1 ) , SYX C J, 1 ) .
1BYX(J, 1 ), SYY( J, 1 ), BYY( J, 1 )
DO 207 J=l, NB1
WRITE(6, 1 14)LB( J, 1 )
WRITE (6, 115)
207 WRITE (6. 117)SXX(J, 1 ). BXX( J. 1 ). SXY( J, 1 ). BXYCJ, 1 ), SYX (J, 1 ),
1BYX( J. 1 ). SYY( J, 1 ), BYY( J, 1 )
9207 GO TO (210,208,208), LEVEL
208 CONTINUE
DO 8209 1 = 1, 13
NBN=NB(I )





C READ t, WRITE PEDESTAL V FOUNDATION SUPPORT DATA (Card IO 5. 11)
C
6118 WRITE(6. 91 18)
WRITE(6. 9135)
6119 DO 209 J=l. NBN
IF( I. EO 2) GO TO 7209
? READ (5. *)JK,PMX(J, I ), PKX ( J. I ) . PDX ( J. I). PMY I J. I ) . PKY ( J. I ) , PDY ( J, I )WRITE (6, 135)LB( J, I ), PMX (J. II.PKXIJ, I I.POXIJ. II. PMY( J. I ) . PKY (J, I ) ,
1PDY( J. I )
CO TO 7207
7208 CONTINUE
READ( 5. ) JK. PKX (J. I ). PDX ( J. ! > . f'KVI J. I ) . PDY( J. I )
WRITE (6. 135) LBCJ. I ) . PKX ( J. I I . TO/ > J I I.PKV1J. I >
lPDYt J. I )
133
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
7207 PMXCJ. I )-PMX( J, I )/386 4
PMY( J. I >=PMY( J, I > /3B6 4
IF( IUNIT. EQ. O) GO TO 209
PMX( J, I )=PMX( J. I )2 204634
PMY( J, I )=PMY( J, I )2. 204634
PKX( J. I >=PKX( J, I )*0 00571
PKY(J, I >=PKY( J. I )*0 00571
PDX (J. I)=PDX( J, I )*0 00571
PDY( J. I >=PDY( J. I )*0 00571
209 CONTINUE
9135 FORMAT ( ' STATION STIFF-X'.
1' DAMP-X STIFF-Y
8209 CONTINUE






AD & WRITE INTERCONNECTION STATIONS
DO 9212 1=1, 13
READ(5, 101 ) (LCS( J, I ), J=2, NCC 1 )
IFC I. EQ. 2) GO TO 9213
WRITE (6, 120)
WRITE (6, 101 ) (LCS( J. I ). J=2. NCC1 )
GO TO 9212
9213 WRITEC6. 9120)
WRITEC6. 101 ) (LCS( J. I ) , J=2. NCC1 )
9212 CONTINUE
























C READ f.. WRITE SPEFD RANGE * INCREAMENT
C
DAMP-Y' )
OF ROTOR 8c FOUNDATION (Card 12)
(Card 13)
READ(5, )SPST. SPFN, SP In
WRITE (6, 123)
WRITE(6. 103)SPST, SPFN. SPIN
K1=NU( 1 )
C
C READ t, WRITE ROTOR UNBALANCE DATA (Card 14)
C
'41 UP I TE(6. 124 i
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.CI-7)
, VUS( J, 1 )






DO 242 J=l, Kl
READ(5, *) LU( J, 1 > , VUC ( J, 1 )
WRITE (6, 135)LU( J, 1 ), VUC ( J.
VUC (J. 1 )=VUC( J, 1 )/6182. 4
VUS(J, 1 )=VUS( J.
IF( IUNIT. EQ. O)
VUC (J. 1 )=VUC( J,
VUS(J. 1 )=VUS( J,
242 CONTINUE
NU(2)=1
LU ( 1 , 2 ) = 1
VUC( 1, 2)=0. 0
VUSd. 2)=0. O
BUC(1, 2)=0. O










FORMAT(//18H PEDESTAL MOTION )
FORMAT(5( IX. E13. 6) )
FORMATC 1415)


















1. ' PED. FLEX INP
7110 FORMAT (4X. 14, 9(6X, 14) )
7111 FORMAT (//' ROTOR DATA'
7114 F0RMAT(2X, I4.3X.E13 6. IX,
1 E13. 6. IX. E13. 6. IX, E13 6.
7117 F0RMAT(4X, 14. 7X, E13. 6, IX.








































7120 F0RMAT(2X, ' BEARING AT
7121 F0RMAT(1X, ' BEARING AT
7122 FORMAT( ' KXX
7123 FORMAT ( ' KYY
7124 FORMAT(//' INST. FREO
7123 F0RMAT(6( IX, El 1 4>>
7126 FORMAT ( IX, 14, 4X.E11. 4. IX. Ell.
1. 4)
7127 FORMAT( ' BRG. ST MASS. X-DIP KX
1 'CX '. 'MASS. Y-DIR K'
7128 FORMAT (//' PEDESTAL DATA')
7147 FORMAT ( ' FREQ. RAT '. ' DETERMINANT
1 ' RE-DET '. IM-DET '.
7148 FORMAT(' BRG STATION INST FREO. RPM











1 ' YME7 DENS
181 F0RMAT(2X, 'STA
1 ' YME5 DENS
MASS RSIxvtl) RSI XY t2l LGTH
Si-tUXE/ SHMYE 7
' )






FORMAT ( 70A1 . '
FORMAT ( I Jl : 5 i
12
135
















FORMATf '1 ', ////////////////////////////////>
FORMAT( 16, 31 IO, E10. 1)
F0RMATC21 X. 16, 51 10. E10 1)
F0RMAT(6I5. 5E10. 1 )
F0RMAT(2X, E12. 6, 5E14. 6)
FORMAT (//' LEVEL UNBALANCE IUNIT IOMEGA".
ICOEF NLIST ALIST')
FORMAT (//' DATA OF EACH ROTOR STATION ',14)
FORMAT(//' DATA OF EACH FOUNDATION STATION', 14)
FORMAT(//' DATA FOR ROTOR: STATIONS BEARINGS
FORMAT ( ' DATA FOR FOUNDATION: STATIONS FOUNDATION SUPPORTS')
FORMAT( ' YOUNGS MOD. DENSITY (SHAPE FACT)*C')
FORMAT (//HH ROTOR DATA)
F0RMAT(//16H FOUNDATION DATA)
POL. MOM TRS. MOM LGTH OD. STF ' -
ID. M YME7 DENS SHME7 ' )
POL. MOM TRS. MOM LCTH OD. STF',
ID. M YME5 DENS SHME5 ' )
'STA. MASSFORMAT (2X.
1 ' ID. S OD. MASS
9109 F0RMAT(2X, 'STA. MASS
1 ' IDS OD. MASS
HO FORMAT (BE9. 2)
Ul F0RMAT(2X, 13, IX, F8. 1. IX E8. 2. IX. E8. 2.
A BEARING')
IS '.
IX. F8. 2. IX
1. F8. 2. IX. F8. 2. IX. F8. 2. IX. Fe 2. IX. F5 3, 1 X. F5. 3, 1 X, F5. 3 )
112 FORMATt//' AT EACH OF FOLLOWING ROTOR STATION THERE IS
9112 FORMATt' AT EACH OF FOLLOWING FOUNDATION STATIONS THERE
1 'A FOUNDATION SUPPORT')
113 FORMAT(//13H BEARING DATA, 14)
114 F0RMAT(19H BEARING AT STATION, 14)
9114 F0RMATO1H FOUNDATION SUPPORTS AT STATION, 14)
115 FORMAT( ' KXX BXX KXY BXY'.
1 ' KYX BYX KYY BYY' )
117 FORMATOX, 8(E8. 2, IX) )
118 F0RMAT(//14H PEDESTAL DATA)
9118 F0RMAT(//24H FOUNDATION SUPPORT DATA)
119 FORMAT( ' STATION MASS-X STIFF-X'.
1'
DAMP-X MASS-Y STIFF-Y DAMP-Y')
120 FORMATt//' STATIONS WITH INTERCONNECTION BETWEEN ROTOR AND',
1' FOUNDATION, FOR ROTOR AS FOLLOW')
9120 FORMAT ( ' STATIONS WITH INTERCONNECTION BETWEEN ROTOR AND'.
1' FOUNDATION, FOR FOUNDATION AS FOLLOW')
121 FORMATt ///26H DATA FOR INTERCONNECTIONS)
122 F0RMAT(/32H I NTERCONNECTI ON=ROTOR 1 . STAT ION, 13, 20H TO ROTOR 2
1TI0N. 13)
123 F0RMAT(////42H FIRST SPEED LAST SPEED SPEED INCR. )
127 FORMAT(/////// ' ROTOR SPEED= ' . E 13. 6. ' PPM')
128 FORMAT ( ' REAL PART OF INFL COEFF MATRIX IS SINGULAR')
129 FORMAT ( ' INVERSION MATRIX IS SINGULAR')
130 FORMAT(/' AMPL I TUDLS, FOR POTCIP STAT T ONS. IN
'
. I 4 >
9130 FORMATt/' AMPLITUDES FOP FOUNDATION STAT IONS, IN '. 1 4 )
3132 FORMATt/" AMPLITUDES FOP ROTOR OP FOUNDATION NO '.12,






FORMATt 2X, ' ST MAJ
1 ' X-AMPL X-PHASE
132 F0RMATC2X, 13, 2X. 2(EI0 3
*% 1E10. 3, IX, F10 3)
Vfl33 FORMATf 12H ROTOR
1. E13. 6)
9133 FORMATt 12H FOUNDATION .
1. E13. 6)
134 F0RMAT(25H TOTAL ENERGY
13 6)












FIO 3. 1 X.
)
FIO 3. IX.
ENERGY IN*. E13 6, 14H
ENERGY IN*, E13 6. 14H
ENERGY OUT*
ENERGY OUT
ENERGY IN=--. El 3 6. 14H
136
ENERCY OUT=. E 1
IMPLICIT DOUHLE PRECISION (A-H.C.l-j)
136 F0RMAT(2E14 6, E17 6)
9140 FORMAT(/' AMPLITUDES FOR FOUNDAT ION. MM ' . I 4 )
140 FORMAT(/' AMPLITUDES FOP ROTOR , MM ' . 1 4 )
141 FORMAT(////' INITIAL SPEED FINAL SPEED SPEED INCR. ')
146 FORMAT(////////// - ROTOR SPEED= ' , E12 5. 'RPM")
124 FORMAT (///25H UNBALANCE DATA FOR ROTOR. 12)
123 FORMAT (' STATION UNB-X UNB-Y ')




1 (SPST. SPFN, SPIN, SPD, NB 1 . NS1, NB2, NS2, NCC1. NCC2, NCCK, NCC,
2 LEVEL, IUNIT, IOMEGA, ICOEF, NL 1ST, ALIST, II, 12. 13)
C
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE UNBALANCE RESPONSE OF 3 LEVEL
C ROTOR SYSTEMS INCLUDING BEARING, PEDESTAL Sc FOUNDATION FLEXIBILITY
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY MAIN PROGRAM
C
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H. O-Z)
COMMON HH1 (9, 28. 2). HH2(9, 28. 2 > . HH3(9. 28. 2), HH4(9. 28. 2)
1, TS31 (9, 28. 2), TS32(9, 28, 2), TS33(9, 28, 2), TS34(9, 28, 2)
COMMON/KL/ TS1 ( 16. 16), TS2( 16, 1 ), TS3( 16, 1 )
1, CP1 (7), CP2C7). CP3(7), CP4(7), CP5(7). CP6(7), CP7(7), CP8(7)
2, SHRXC(28, 2). SHRXS(28, 2), SHRYC(28, 2). SHRYS(28. 2),
1 SHLXC ( 28, 2 ) , SHLXS ( 28. 2 ) , SHLYC ( 28. 2 ) , SHLYS ( 28. 2 )
COMMON/AB/ SSXC(9, 28, 2), SSXS(9, 28. 2). SSYC(9, 28, 2)
1, SSYS(9, 28. 2)
2. SSSXC(9. 28, 2), SSSXS(9. 28, 2), SSSYC(9, 28, 2). SSSYS(9. 28. 2)
COMMON/CD/ RXC (9, 28. 2) , RXS(9, 28, 2), RYC(9, 28. 2) . RYS(9, 28, 2).
1SXC (9, 28. 2) , SX3(9. 28. 2) . SYC(9. 28. 2). SYS (9, 28. 2)
COMMON/MN/ LC5(2S, 2) . RMC28. 2),RIP(28,2).R IT (28. 2) ,
1 RSIXY(28,2),
2 RL(2e, 2), RS(28>. RSID128), RW(28). RWID(28), LB (7. 2), SXX(7. 2).
3 BXX(7, 2), SXY(7, 2),BXY(7, 2),SYX(7.2),BYX(7,2), SYY(7, 2). BYYC7. 2).
4 SSXX(7,2),BBXX(7, 2),SSXY(7. 2).BBXY(7,2),
5 SSYX(7, 2),BBYX(7, 2). SSYY(7, 2), BBYY(7, 2)
COMMON/OP/ DVXA128. 2), DVXB(28. 2 ) . DVXC ( 28. 2 ) . DVXD ( 28. 2 ) .
1DVYB(28, 2) . DVYC 2e. 2; . DVYD(28. 2) . DMXAC28. 2) . DMXB (28. 2) ,
2DMXD(28. 2). DMYA(28. 2). DMYB(28. 2). DMYC(28. 2). DMYD128. 2).
3B1 1 (28. 2) . SI 1 (28. 2)
4, DVYA(28. 2) . DMXC u'H. 2 ' . S12(28. 2 i
COMMON /OR/ B 1 i_'(r.o. 2 i S21 (28. 2< . B2! (28. 2) . 522(28. 2)
1. B22(28. 2).
2B1 (28. 3) , B2(28. 3) . 113 ( 28. 3) . B4(28. 3 >. B5(28. 3 1. 06(28. 3) .
3B8(28, 3) . B9(20, 3) , 3 10(28. 3) . XTC(8. 2) . XTS(8. 2) . NAME ( 70)
4, B7C28. 3)
COMMON /ST/ AC ' 1=!. *V) . A5- H. 9 I . WC( 16, 16) . US ( 16. I 6 ) . WA( 16. 16 ) .
1 WCC(16. l).CFMtlc.. 1<->'.CCFM(16. 16).
2 YM(28. 2) . DENS (23. 2) . SHM ( 28 ) . SHMXY(23. 2)
COMMON/EF/ SXX8(7. 1 4 . 2 ) , BX X8 ( 7. 1 4 , 2 ) . SX Y8 ( 7, 14.2),BXY8(7. 14,2).
1 SYX8(7, 14.2>.BYX8(7. 14.2). SYY8( 7, 14, 2). BYY8 (7. 14.2)
COMMON/AY/ AXY (28)
1- NS(2). NB (2) . XC (8). XS(8)
2. PMX(7. 2). PKX ( 7, 2 . PDM7 2). PMY? 7. 2) PKY(7. 2i . PDYt 7. 2)
3. LU(28. 2) . VUC <2S. 2 i . VMS (28. > . I1UC ij.'fl. 7 i
4. BUS< 28. 2 i . mm, ' i





'). BBYX2(7, 2). BBYY2(7. 2)
DVUS(28. 2) . DMUC(28. 2) , DMUS(28, 2)













SXXCL. 1 )=SXX8(L, NHZ, 1 >+(SXX8(L. NHZ+ 1
(SPCALH-DBLE( FLOAT (NHZ) ) )
BXX(L, 1 >=BXX8(L, NHZ, 1 )-(BXX3(L. NHZ + 1
(SPCALH-DBLEC FLOAT (NHZ > ; )
SXY(L. 1 )=SXY8(L, NHZ. 1 )+<SXY8(L. NHZ+1
(SPCALH-DBLEt FLOAT (NHZ ) ) )
BXY(L. 1 )=BXY8(L- NHZ, 1 )+( BXY8 ( L. NHZ+1
(SPCALH-DBLE( FLOAT (NHZ ) ) )
SYXCL, 1 )=SYX8(L. NHZ. 1 >+(SYX8(L, NHZ + 1
(SPCALH-DBLE(FLOAT(NHZ) ) )
BYXCL. 1)=BYX8(L, NHZ, 1 ) + (BYX8(L, NHZ + 1
(SPCALH-DBLE(FLOAT(NHZ ) > )
SYYCL. 1 )=SYY8(L, NHZ, 1 ) + (SYY8(L, NHZ+1
(SPCALH-DBLE(FLOAT(NHZ ) ) )
BYY(L, 1 )=BYY8(L, NHZ. 1 ) -(3YY8(L. NHZ + 1
\SPCALH-DBLEc FLOAT (NHZ > > )
942 CONTINUE
WRITE(6, 113)
DO 9217 J=l, NB1
WRITE(6, U4)LBCJ, 1 )
WRITE (6. 115)
9217 WRITE(6, 1 17>SXX(J. 1 ). BXX ' J, 1 ) . S'',\i, i ) p/vi
1BYX( J, 1 ), SYYt J, 1 ). 3VYi J. 1 i
9210 CONTINUE
IF( IUNIT. EQ. O) CO TO 60C0
DO 6001 J=l. NDl
i ) o oo:-'' i
1 > r.-j rr. :'.
1 )0 00 >.
i >*o 00=;
i >*o oo >:
1 )*0 OO'':
; i o oo*:-:
: i o OC'
:'
14. 'NBI='. 14)
1 )-SXX8(L. NHZ, 1 ) )*
1 )-E tX8(L, NHZ, 1 ) )'
1 )-SXY8(L. NHZ. 1 ) )-
-BXY8(L, NHZ, 1 ) )*
1 )-SYX8(L, NHZ, 1 ) )*
1 )-BYX8(L, NHZ. 1 ) )*
1 )-SYY8(L. NHZ, 1 ) )*
1 )-3YY8(L. NHZ. 1 ) )
1 ) . SYX (J, 1 ) .



















IF( IOMEGA. EQ. 1) 00 TO 9W?
DO 9853 J=l, NB1
SSXX( J. 1 >- SXXt J. 1 i
3BXX2(J. l>= C0*UXX(.J. :,
SSXY( J, I )= y.x r-i j. ;
UBXY^rt j. : :
'
i 138
IMPLICIT DOUBLE. PRECISION (A-H.fl 7
SSYX( J, 1 >= SYX( J. 1 )
BBYX2(J, 1)= COBYX( J. 1 i
SSYY( J. 1 )= SYY( J, 1 )




DO 9989 J=l. NB1
SSXX( J, 1)=SXX( J, 1 )
SSXY( J. 1 )=SXY( J. 1 )
SSYX( J, 1 )=SYX( J, 1 )
SSYY( J, 1 )=SYY( J, 1 )
BBXX2( J, 1 )=BXX( J. 1 )
BBXY2(J, 1>=BXY( J. 1 I
BBYX2( J. 1 )=BYX( J. 1 '











DO 231 1 = 1, 13
K1=NS( I )
DO 251 J=l, Kl
C1=ANSP2*RM( J, I )
C2=ANSP2*RIP( J, I )
C3=ANSP2*RIT( J, I )
DVXA( J, I )=C1
DVYA( J, I )=C1
DVXB( J. I )=0. O
DVXC( J, I )=0. O
DVXDCJ, I )=0. O
DVYBC J, I )=0 O
DVYC( J, I )=0. O
DVYD( J, I )=0 O
DMXA( J, I )=-C2
DMXBi J, I >=0 O
DMXC( J, I )=0. O
DMXD(J, I )=-C3
DMYA( J, I )=-C2
DMYB( J, I ) -=0 O
DMYC( J, I )=0 O
DMYD( J, I ) =C3
DVUC (J, I )=0. O
DVUSl J. I )=0 O
DMUC (J, I )=0 O
DMUSc J, I >=0 0




9751 FORMAT ( ' DVXA='.E10 2. DMXA='.E10 2.
' DMXD-'.EIO 2,
1 ' DMYD='. E10 2)




IMPLICIT DOUBl E PRECISION
IF(LEVEL. EQ. 3) ID100=1
236 DO 261 J=1.K2
K3=LB( J. I )
IFODIOO EQ. 1 AND. I EQ 1 ) GO TO 261
IF( IDIOO. EQ. 1. AND. I. EQ. 2) GO TO 926 1
D1-=SSXX( J. I )
D2=BBXX2(J. I )
D3=SSXY( J, I >
D4=BBXY2( J, I )
D5=SSYX( J, I )
D6=BBYX2( J, I )
D7=SSYY( J, I )
D8=BBYY2( J, I >
CO TO (257,258,258), LEVEL
257 Sll (J. I )=D1




B2K J. I )=D6
S22( J. I )=D7
B22( J, I )=D8
GO TO 260
258 C1=PKX( J, I )-ANSP2*PMX( J. I )







9971 FORMATC C1='.E9. 2, ' C2='.E9 2.
' C3=--E9 2, ' C4=-,E9. 2.
' C5-".
1E9. 2. ' C6=", E9. 2,
' C7= ' . E^ 2.
* CB= ' . E9 2>
A1=C5*C6-C7*C3-D3D5DJ -Oo
A2=C5*C8+C6*C7-D3D6-D4D5
9972 FORMAT ( ' Al='. E10 2. 5X.
' A2= '. E10. 2)
C9=A1*A1+A2*A2







C12R = - ( A3A1 ih42 ' 'C









9802 FORMAT ( ' C11R-. E9 2. ' Cl IE-'. E9 2.
' C12R=.E9 2, ' C 1 2E= ' ,
1E9. 2, ' C21R='.E9 v. ' C2lE='.E9 2.
C22R= E9 2. ' C22E-'.E9 2)
Sll ( J, 1 )=D1*C 1 1R-D2*C 1 1E*D3*C21P-D4C21E
Bll (J. I >=D2C I 1R +PI C . lE*D4C21Ri-l)3C21E
si2( j. i )-ui *.: i ;-y -i>;-*<: i .-f <-D3*C2.'-'p -n-i*c.~r=.
Bi2(.J. i1 n.'1'. : : ::*':::"''.'
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.n-Z
S21 (J. I )=D3*C1 1R-D6*C 1 1E*D7*C21R-D8*C21E
B21 ( J, I )=D6*C1 1R+D5*C 1 1 E +D8*C2 1 R +D7*C2 1 E
S22(J, I )=D5*C12R-D6*C 1 2E+D7C22R-D8C22E
B22(J, I )=D6*C12R+D5*C12E+De*C22R+D7*C22E
9803 FORMAT ( ' SI 1= '. E9. 2. ' 31 1= '. E" 2. ' SI 2= ', E9. 2, ' B12='. E9. 2
1, ' S21='. E9. 2. ' B21 = ', E9. 2. ' S22= ' , E9 2, ' B22=', E9. 2)
260 DVXA(K3, I )=DVXA(K3, I ) -SI 1 (J, I )
DVXB(K3, I >=DVXB(K3. I )+Bl 1 ( J, I )
DVXC(K3, I )=DVXC(K3, I )+S12( J. I )
DVXD(K3, I )=DVXD(K3, I )+B12( J, I i
DVYA(K3, I )=DVYA(K3, I )-S22( J, I )
DVYB(K3, I )=DVYB(K3, I )+B22( J, I )
DVYC(K3, I >=DVYC(K3. I )+S21 ( J, I )
DVYD(K3, I >=DVYD(K3, I )+B21 ( J, I )
IF(ID9. GT. 0) GO TO 261
9804 FORMATC ' DVXA= ' , E9. 2, ' DVXB= ' , E9. 2, ' DVXC= ' , E9. 2. ' DVXD='.E9.2>
9884 FORMATC' DVYA=',E9. 2, ' DVYB='E9. 2, ' DVYC=".E9. 2. ' DVYD'.E9. 2)
GO TO 261
9261 CONTINUE
S1KJ, 2>=PKX( J. 2)
Bl 1 (J, 2>=ANSP*PDX( J. 2<
S22( J, 2)=PKY( J, 2)
B22( J, 2)=ANSP*PDY< J, 2)
S12( J, 2)=0. O
B12( J, 2)=0. O
S2KJ, 2)=0. O
B21CJ. 2)=0. O
DVXA(K3, I )=DVXA(K3. I )-PKX( J, 2)
DVXBCK3. I)=DVXB(K3, I ) +ANSP*PDX ( J, 2)
DVYACK3. I)=DVYA(K3, I )-PKY( J, 2)
DVYB(K3. I )=DVYB(K3, I ) +ANSP*PDY ( J, 2)
261 CONTINUE
265 CONTINUE
IF(LEVEL. EQ 3) I3P1 = I3+1
IFCLEVEL. LT 3) I 3P 1 = 1
DO 271 1=1, I3P1
IF( I. EQ. 3) GO TO 9271
K3=NS( I )-l
9271 CONTINUE
DO 271 J=l, K3







C1=RSIXY( J. MK )*YM( J, 2)
C2=ANSP2*DENS( J, 2)*AXY( JJ/386 4






IF( I. CE 2) I 1=2
C7-RL( J, I I )
C10=C6*C7
IF(ID9.CT O) CO TO 927*
991 FORMATt' Cl = '.f9 2.' C ? - -.'.:. F1' 2. C-i='.E9 2.
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
I









B4(J. I )=B6( J. I )/2. 0*C7
B7C J. I )=B4( J. I )/3. 0*C7
B3(J. I)=C2*B7(J, I )
B8CJ. I)=C8
B9CJ. I)=C8/2. 0*C7




9841 FORMATC' C8='.E9.2. ' C9='.E9.2)
IFCC8-0. 0002) 268. 268. 269
268 C8=l. O+O. 5*C8
GO TO 270

















9845 FORMAT ( ' Dl = ', E9. 2. ' 02= ' . EV 2-
' D4= ' . E9 2, ' D5= ' , E9 2)
D3=0. 5*(D5+D4)/A9
D4=0. 5*(D5-D4)/A9
9847 FORMAT (' A3='-E9. 2. ' D3='.E9 2




B8( J, I )=C2*B3( J, I )
B4( J, I )=(D3-D1 ) /Cl
B9( J, I )=C2*(D3-D1 >
B5(J, I >=C5*(A4*04-A3*D2
B10( J. I )=C I *B5< ) I I
C8=C1*C5
B6(J, I )=(A8rD4A/D2 ) /C3
B7(J, I )=(A7*D4-A3*D2) /C2
806 FORMAT ( ' B 1 ( ' . I 1 . ' . ' 1 1 . ' ) = - E9 2. U2= ' . E9 2.
' B3='. E9
1 ' B4='.E9 ?i
'886 FORMAT ( ' B3='.E9 2. Bo- '.""' '=-'.
'807 FORMAT ( * B9= , E<* 2, :i 1 C- - f -'
1' D1='.E9 2. ' D.-:= . L-. '-'
27l CONTlN'.'t
Al = ' . E9. 2, '
A2="
. E9 2. A4= ' . E9 2,
' A5= ' . E9. 2)
A6='
. E9. 2. ' A7=
'
. E9 2.
' AB= ' , E9. 2. ' A9= ' . E9. 2)
B7- ' . E" 2. ' B8-
'
. E9
::6- f:9 2. ' C2=
'
. E9





C BEGIN TO DO THE CALCULATION THROUGH TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD
C
C




9808 FORMAT ( ' 1= '. 13. ' NR= '. 13.









DO 441 K=l. 8
XTC(K. NR)=0. O
441 XTS(K. NR )=0 O
"S09 FORMAT ( ' CH-201, N--* 13-
' I -',131
IF(NR-l) 442. 442. 440
442 IF(I-5) 443,444.4^5






448 XTC(I-4. 2)=0. OOl
GO TO 460
450 K1=NU(NR)
IF(K1 ) 460. 460, 451
451 DO 452 K=l. Kl
K2=LU(K, NR)
DVUC(K2, NR)=ANSP2*VUC(K. NR I
DVUS(K2, NR)=ANSP2*VUS(K, NR )
?810 FORMAT ( ' DVUC='.E9 2. ' DVUS='.EV 2. DMUC=',E9 2.
1 ' DMUS= ', E9 2)
452 CONTINUE
460 JS=LCS(NC, NR )
JF=LCS(NC+1. NR)
811 FORMAT ( ' JS='.I1.' JF--=
' ll
DO 461 K=I , 8
XC(K)=XTC (K. f.'R )
461 XS(K)=XTS(K. NR)
475 DO 480 J=JS, JF




XC(5)=UXC +DMXAcJ. NR LuCiJ" t;.*l<S< -' NR > xS < 3 ) -DMXC ( J. NR )*XC(4)
1+DMXD( J, NR )*XS(4 i -DMUC ' J. NR I
XS(5)=BXS-DMX0( J. rJR)XC<3) ?OMXAl J. NR ) *XS( 3 ) -DMXD ( J, NR)XC(4)
1-DMXC( J. NR >*XS(4 )-DMUS( J. NR I
XC(6)=BYC-DMYC( J. N I *XC ( 3) +DMYI)f J. NR ) XS( 3>*DMYA( J. NR)XC(4)
1+DMYB( J. NR ) *XSt 4 ) -PM'JSt J. r.'P V
XS(6)=HYS-0MYD: J. NR i.rn,-l)nr.i > iir . S( 3 ) -DMYB ( J. NW > *XC ( 4 >




IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION ,\-H.
XC(7)VXC+DVXA( J, NR)*XC( 1 )+DVXB( J, NR)XS( 1 )-DVXC ( J. NR )*XC (2)
1+DVXD( J, NR)*XS(2)+DVUC( J, NR )
XS(7)=VXS-DVXB( J, NR )*XC( 1 )+DVXA< J. NR)*XS( 1 )-DVXDt J. NR )XC (2)
1-DVXC( J, NR)XS(2)+DVUS( J. NR )
XC(8)=VYC-DVYC( J, NR )XC ( 1 )+DVYD( J. NR)*XS< 1 >+DVYAl J, NR )*XC t2>
1+DVYB( J, NR)*XS(2)+DVUS( J. NR )
XS(8)=VYS-DVYD(J, NR)*XC( 1 )-DVYC( J, NR)*XS( 1 >-DVYB(J, NR)*XC(2)
1+DVYA(J, NR)*XS(2)-DVUC( J, NR )
RXC( I, J, NR)=XC( 1 )
RXS( I, J, NR)=XS( 1 )
RYC( I, J. NR)=XC(2)
RYS( I. J, NR)=XS(2)
SXC( I. J. NR)=XC(3)
SXS( I. J. NR)=XS(3)
SYC(I. J. NR)=XC(4)
SYS(I. J, NR)=XS(4)
SSXC( I, J. NR)=XC(7)
SSXS( I, J. NR)=XS(7)
SSYC ( I , J. NR ) =XC ( 8 )
SSYS( I, J. NR)=XS(8)
SSSXC( I, J. NR )=VXC
SSSXS( I. J, NR)=VXS
SSSYC( I, J, NR )=VYC
SSSYS( I. J, NR)=VYS
3103 FORMATOX. 'LEFT SIDE M h. V OF STATION NO. ='. 13)
3102 FORMAT (IX, 'MIDDLE, X *,. SLOPE OF STATION NO = ' 13)
3101 FORMATdX, 'RIGHT SIDE M & V OF STATION NO. =' 13)
9812 FORMAT ( ' XC1='.E9.2. ' XS1=',E9.2, ' XC2='- E9. 2, ' XS2=' . E9. 2)
9813 FORMAT ( ' XC3=',E9.2, ' XS3=',E9.2, ' XC4=*. E9. 2. ' XS4=' E9. 2)
9814 FORMATC ' XC5=',E9.2, ' XS5=',E9.2, ' XC6='. E9. 2, ' XS6=' . E9. 2)
9815 FORMAT ( ' XC7=',E9. 2- ' XS7='.E9. 2, ' XC8=', E9. 2, ' XS8=' . E9. 2)
9478 CONTINUE
IF( JF-J) 480. 4SO. 477
477 CONTINUE






CHECK AFTER 477 CONTINUE.
2) GO TO 947^
1='. 13)
BXC=C1*B9( J, NR )+XC (3i B10( J. NR ) +XC( 5>*B2( J. NR >+XC(7)*B3( J. NR )
BXS=C2B9< J. NR > +XS ' 3 > *B I O ( J. NR )-^XS(5)*B2( J. NR )+XS( 7)B3( J. NR )
BYC=C3*39( J, NR ) -XC (4) *310( J, NR > * XC ( 6 > *B2( J. NR ) +XC ( 8 ) *B3 ( J. NR )
BYS=C4B9( J. NR>+XS(4>*3iO(J. NR)-XS(6)*B2(J. NR)+XS(8)*B3(J,NR)
VXC=Cl-B8(J.NP)i-XC'3'<J B9 J, NRj-CCMB3(J. NR)+XC(7)*B1(J. NR)
VXS=C2*0T J. NR . -XS'?.) ? B9' J. NR > XS C 5 )3 5 < J. NR ) +XS( 7 )B 1 (J. NR )
VYC=C3*B8( J, NRi+XC (4 j * B9 t J, NR ) ? XC ( 6 ) *B5 ( J. NR ) +XC ( 8 ) *B 1 ( J, NR )
VYS=C4*B8( J, NR >+XS(4 > B9 ( J, NR ) +XS ( 6 ) *B3 ( J, NR ) +XS ( 8 ) *B 1 ( J. NR )
XC( 1 )=C1B1 ( J. NP) + XC(3> B3( J. NR )*XC(5)*B4( J, NR ) +XC ( 7 ) *B7 ( J, NR )
XS( 1 )=C2*B1 (J. NH) + XS<3)*83(J. NR*X'j(3)B4(J. NR)+XS(7)*B7(J. NR)
XC t 2- =C3r|) 1 I I. NR > +XC ( 4 > *83' J- NU i-rC'6)B4(J. NR)+XC(8)B7(J. NR)
XS(2)=C4*Rl(J,NRIi-Y3(4)rB3t.l. N'-' < j.6) *B4( J. NR)+XS(8)B7(J. NR)
XC (3 j =C1 H5( J. NR ; + XC< J) *B2( J. N(- i /cj t 5)*B6( J. NR ) +XC ( 7) B4( J. NR )
XS(3)-C2*B5(J.NR)*XS(3)-B2(J. NRi-<:-;(5)*B6(J. NR)+XS(7)*B4(J, NR)
XC(4)=C3B5(J. NR 1 XC ( 4) B2( J. NR *XC'6)*B6(J. NR)+XC(8)B4(J. NR)
XS(4)=C4aU5(J. NR)-XS(4)B2(.I. NR)Xj'6)*B6(J. NR)+XS(8)B4(J. NR)
972 FORMAT(2X. 'BXC='.E9 2. BXS~ F9 2 BYC'.E9. 2, ' BYS-'.E9 2)
873 FORMAT(2X. 'VXC^'.E'? 2 ' '.'/?-- ' : "> ;. ' VYC='.E9 2, ' VYS= ' , E9 2)
GO TO 9480
*>'7 C ' )N T Nt
if-- ^^
_
IMPLICIT I)Ol'PL( PRECISION ' A i l.l >
9911 FORMAT ( ' CHECK AFTER 9477 CONTINUE. NR=',I3)
N3=3
BXCC1*B9( J, NR)+XC(3)B10(J,NP)-rXC(5)*B2(J.NR)+XC(7)*B3(J, NR)
BXS=C2B9(J, 3>*XS(3)310'.J, 3 ) - XS ( 5 ) *B2 ( J. 3 > +XS ( 7 ) *B3( J. 3)
BYC=C3*B9(J. 3)+XC ( 4 )*B 101 J. 3 i * *C ! 6 ) B2 ( J. 3 > + XC ( 8 ) *B3 ( J. 3)
BYS=C4*B9( J. NR)+XS(4)B10( J, NR ) +XS(6)*B2( J, NR ) +XS(8) *B3( J, NR )
VXC=C1*B8( J. NR >+XC(3>* B9( J, NR ) +XC ( 5 ) *B5 ( J. NR ) +XC (7 )*B 1 ( J. NR )
VXS=C2*B8(J, 3>+XS(3>* B9(J, 3 ) +XS( 5 )B5 ( J, 3 ) +XS( 7 ) *B 1 ( J, 3)
VYC=C3*B8(J, 3)+XC(4>* P9(J, 3 ) +XC (6 ) *B5 ( J, 3 ) +XC ( 8 ) *B 1 ( J, 3)
VYS=C4*B8( J. NR)+XS<4)* B9(J.NP)+XS(6)*B5(J. NR)+XS(8)*B1(J. NR)
XC( 1 )=C1*H1 ( J. NR)+XC(3)+B3( J. NR ) + XC ( 5 ) *B4( J. NR ) +XC ( 7 ) *B7( J. NR )
XS( 1 )=C2*B1 ( J, 3)+XS(3)B3( J. 3 ) +XS ( 5 ) *B4 ( J. 3 ) +XS(7) *B7( J. 3)
XC(2)=C3*B1 ( J. 3)+XC(4)*33( J. 3 I -r XC ( 6 ) *B4 ( J. 3 ) +XC (8 )*B7( J. 3)
XS(2)=C4*B1 ( J. NR>+XS(4)*B3( J. NR >-XS(6)*B4( J, NR ) +XS(8 ) *B7( J, NR )
XC(3)=C1*B5( J, NR )+XC( 3)*B2( J- NR i +XC ( 5 ) *B6( J, NR ) +XC (7) *B4( J, NR )
XS(3)=C2*B5( J, 3)+XS(3)*B2( J, 3 ) +XS( 5 ) *B6 ( J, 3) +XS(7 )*B4( J, 3)
XC(4)=C3*B5( J, 3)+XC(4)*B2(J, 3 ) +XC ( 6 ) *B6( J, 3) +XC (8)B4 ( J, 3)
XS(4)=C4*B5( J, NR)+XS(4)*B2( J. NR ) +X3( 6 ) *B6( J, NR ) +XS(8)*B4 ( J. NR )
9480 CONTINUE
480 CONTINUE
DO 481 K=l. 8
XTC(K, NR)=XC(K)
XTS(K, NR)=XS(K>














DO 5209 N=l, 13
NBN=NB(N)




DO 5209 L=l . NBN
5209 CONTINUE
PDXNC1=ANSPPD '. NC I
PDYNC1=ANSPPDY(NC 1)
C1=SSXX(NC. 1 ) +PKX (NC. 1 )-ANSP2PMX ( NC . 1 )
C2=BBXX2(NC. 1)+PDXNC1
C3=5SYYf NC, 1 ) +PKY(NC. 1 > - ANSP2*PM t ( NC . 1 I
C4=BBYY2(NC. 1 l+PDYNCl
8001 FORMAT ( ' PDXNC 1 - . E9 2. PDVNC 1 =
'
. E9 2. ' C 1 = ' . E9 2. ' C2= '. E9 2.
1 ' C3= '. E9 2. ' C4- *. E9 2 i
TS1 ( 1. 1 )=C1
TS1 ( 1. 2)=-C2
TS1 ( 1 . 3)=SSXYINC. 1 I
TS1 ( 1 . 4 )=-BBXY2tNC. 1 )
TS1 (2. ) )=C2
TS112. 2I-C1 145
T'i 1 t 2. ";-[![(> t M<. . !
IMPLICIT [)0l 'in PRE r
]
if in
TS1 (2, 4)=SSXY(NC. 1 )
TS1 (3. 1 )=SSYX (NC. 1 )




TS1 (4. 2)=SSYX(NC, 1 )
TS1 (4. 3)=C4
TS1 (4, 4)=C3
TS31 ( I. NC. 1 )= SSXX(NC. 1 )*XTC ( 1, 1 )-BBXX2(NC. 1 )*XTS( 1. 1 )
1 SSXYtNC. 1)XTC(2, 1)-BBXY2(NC. 1)*XTS(2. 1)+
2 PKX (NC, 1 )*XTC( 1- 2) - PDXNC1*XTS( 1 , 2)
TS32( I. NC. 1 >= EBXX2(NC, 1 )*XTC( 1 . 1 )+ SSX X ( NC. 1 ) *XTS ( 1 . 1 ) -
1 38XY2(NC. 1 )*XTC(2, 1 )+ SSX Y ( NC, 1 ) *XTS ( 2. 1 ) +
2 PDXNC1*XTC( 1, 2)+ PKX(NC, 1 )*XTS( 1, 2)
TS33( I, NC, 1 )= SSYX(NC, 1 )*XTC( 1, 1 )-BBYX2(NC, 1 )*XTS( 1 , 1 ) t
1 SSYY(NC, 1 )*XTC(2, 1 )-BBYY2(NC, 1 )*XTS(2, 1 ) +
2 PKY(NC, 1 )*XTC (2, 2)- PDYNC 1 *XTS (2. 2 )
TS34(I,NC, 1 )= B3YX2(NC. 1 )*XTC( 1. I )+ SSYX(NC. 1 )*XTS( 1. 1 ) i



















PKYiNC. 1 )*XTSC ')
DO 7202 IJK=1. 4
DO 7202 JIK=1. 4
7202 CONTINUE
7201 FORMAT ( ' TS1 ( ' . I 1 , ' . ' . I 1 . ' ) = ' . E9. 2 )
JIK=1
7203 FORMAT ( ' TS3 ('-11. '.'.II. '.',11.
CALL MATINV(T51 . 4. TS3. 1. DTTS. ID)
TS31 ( I, NC, 1 >=TS3( 1.1)
TS22; I. NC. 1 '=TS3 12. I I
TS33( I, NC. 1 )=TS3(3. 1 )
TS34< I, NC, 1 )=TS3(4, 1 )
7213 FORMAT ( ' AFTER CALL MAT INV( TS1 , 4,
DO 7212 IJK=1. 4
DO 7212 JIK=1, 4
CONTINUE
JIK-1
FORMATt ' TS3( I 1 ' '.:;.'.'. I 1
hh i < i . nc . i j = -ss x
>
; j.; . ; ) ( x re ( i
1 *BBXX2'NC- 1 ' < TS< 1 . 1 ' -
2 - SS < Y rn; i > i. * T C ( 2 . 1 . - -
3 ?B3XY2c <-:'. . 1 ' T '5( 7- 1 ) -
HH2 ( I . NC . 1 ) =-BD x X2 c NC . 1 ) ( X TC ( 1
1 -SSXX(NC, I )( XTS( 1. 1 -
2 -3BXY21NC 1 ) *(.XTC'.\
3 -SS'tY.rJC. 1 > (
HH?f I , NC 1>= ii, > N-:
' i)3 r < . fj>. ; '
2 -ss> - cnc . :,-.
3 BBYY2'N':. 1 > <-<
HH4 ( I , NC . 1 ) = - B B Y X 2 < NC
1 -SS^XtNC. 1 i * <




MM I I I . N
I
-BBYY2( NC.
-SSYY ' 11". .
2 ) - -i"r '
. i. '-, ,
1 I J
'TS'2-
t i ' T
4 | f. ' 1
* I C c 2 . \ i
1 S ( 2 1 l
1 ( X TC ( 1
"TS( 1 I )
.< T C ( 2 . l>-
1 S < 2 1 i
I 1 )
.
' )- '. E9 2)
, 1 )-TS31 ( I. NC. 1 ) )
TS32( I . NC. 1
T?33( I . NC. 1
1 534 I . NC. 1
. 1 i -TS31 ( I . NC, 1 ) )
TS32( I , NC, 1
1 i --TS33' I, NC, 1
1 i -T?34< I. NC. 1
; ' ! . 'i -T331 ( I . NC. 1)1
IV 12' I NC.
t :;j( i . nc.
TS34 c I . NC.
. 1 I-TS31 ( I
TS32< I . NC.
TS33' I. NC.
TS34 t I . NC.
'
i 1 S "I I ( I
j 14:6
NC 1 ) )
IMPLICIT JKIUHI F 'JPl . I SIMM
HH2( I, NC, 2)= -PDXNC1*( XTC( 1, 2)-TS31 ( I. NC. 1 ) >
1 -PKX (NC. 1)*(XTS<1.2) -TS32( I. NC. 1 ) )
HH3( I . NC. 2)= -PKYINC. 1 ) ( X TC < 2. 2 ) -TS33 ( I . NC . 1 ) )
1 + PDYNC I*' <T3(2. 2)-TS34( I, NC. 1 ) )
HH4(I.NC.2>= - PDYNC 1 >( XTC (2. 2) -TS33( I. NC . 1 ) )
1 -PKY(NC. 1 >*( XTS(2. 2i -TS34( I , NC . 1 ) )
DO 7301 IJK=1. 2
HH1 ( I. NC. UK >=-HHl ( I , NC. UK )
HH2 ( I . NC , I JK ) = -HH2 ( I . NC. U^)
HH3( I, NC. I JK )=-HH3( I . NC. UK )
HH4 ( I , NC . I JK ) =-HH4 ( I , NC. UK)
7301 CONTINUE
7210 FORMAT ( ' H2 ( 1 , 1 ) = ' , E9 IL. 1 H2(2. 1 ) = ' , E9. 2.
1 ' H2(3- 1 ) = ', E9 AT- 1 H2(4. 1 )=' . E9. 2)
7230 FORMATC ' H2(1,2)=',E9 ~) H2(2. 2) = ' , E9 1
1 ' H2(3,2) = '.E9 2. H2 ( 4 , 2)=' . E9. 2)
XTC(7, 1) =XTC(7. D-HHKI, NC. 1 )
XTS(7, 1)=XTS(7, 1)-HH2(I. NC. 1 )
XTC (8, 1 )=XTC(8. 1 )-HH3( I, NC. 1 )
XTS(8, 1 )=XTS(8. 1 )-HH4( I , NC. 1 )
XTC (7. 2)=XTC (7. 2)-HHl ( I, NC. 2>
XTS(7, 2)=XTS(7, 2)-HH2< :, NC. 2)
XTC (8. 2)=XTC (8, 2>-HH3( I. NC. 2)






490 DO 491 K=5, 8
AC(K-4, I )=XTC(K, 1 )
AS(K-4, I )=XTS(K. 1 )
AC(K, I >=XTC(K, 2)
491 AS(K, I )=XTS(K. 2)
GO TO 500
492 DO 493 K=l, 4
AC(K, I )=XTC(K+4, 1 )









DO 67 71 1 = 1. 12P2MI. 2
I I = C I 1 )/2+l
WCC( I, 1 )=-AC (II, II)
WCC( 1 + 1. I )=-AS( 11,11
677] CONTINUE
DO 6791 1=1 . i2P2
J=l
1 CONTINUE
DO 6738 1=1. I2P2N1 . 2
I I -= C I 1 1/2+1
DO 6738 J=l. 12
JJ=J*2
CCFM( JJ- 1.1) -AC ( .1. I ;
CCFM( J). I i ----> -'. : 147
IMPL IC I T POUBl F. r9< .-H Cl-
6738 CONTINUE
DO 6739 1=2. I2P2, 2
11=1/2
DO 6739 J=l , 12
JJ=J*2
CCFM( JJ-1. I )= -AS( J
CCFM( JJ, I )= AC (J
6739 CONTINUE
DO 6769 1=1 . I2P2
DO 6769 J=l. I2P2





BEFORE CALL MATINV, CFM( E9. 2)





DO 9301 1=1, I2P2
C WRITE(6, 9302) I.I.CFM(I.I)
9302 FORMAT ( ' WRITE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS. CFM( '. 13, ', '. 13,









: WRITE(6- 9303) AMAXS.AMINS
9303 FORMAT ( ' AMAXS='.Ell 4.' AMI NS= ' El 1 . 4 )
RATIO=ABS(AMACS/AMINS)
: WR ITE(6. 9304 ) RATIO
) = '. E9. 2)
9304 FORMAT ( ' RATIO OF MAX MIN OF DIAGONAL OF CFM E12 5)
IF(RATIO. GT. 1 OE5J UR I TE ( 6. 9699 )





THE PAT (O OF T -.(-.
OF THE MAIN DIAO
IS GREATER THAN
'.' r r-ATA C AW i: FULLY '
_-"'-''.? jT AND SMALLEST <
'"JNAL TERMS OF THE MAIN
1 0E5 ' /
ALUES
MATR I X /.





DO 6773 1=2. I2P2. ;
11=1/2
XC( I I )=WCC( I -I. 1 )
XS( I I )=WCC( 1,1)
CONTINUE
DO 6793 1=1 . 12P2
do /.7o:j ):.. : 148
' RXS( '.II. '. '.13,
' SYS( ',11, ', ', 13,
' SXS( '- II, '. ', 13,
E9. 2, '
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRf-.C I ' . ; -"i-J <a-h.iJ
C WRITE (7, 7902) I , J. CFMC I, J)
6793 CONTINUE
9483 FORMATt ' R YC ( ' . I 1 . ' - ' . I 3. ' . ' , I 1 . ' ) = ' , E9. 2. * RYS ( ' , I 1 , ' . ' - I 3
1 ' '. I 1. ' )= ', E9 2)
9482 FORMAT ( ' R XC ( ' . I 1 , ' . ' . I 3, .',11,')=', E9. 2
1 '. ', II, ' ) = '. E9 2)
9485 FORMAT ( ' SYC ( ' . I 1 . ' . ' . 1 3, ' . ' . I 1 . ' ) = ' . E9. 2
1 '- '. II, ' ) = ', E9 2)
9484 FORMAT ( ' SXC( ' - I 1, ' '.13, ' ',11. ' ) = '. E9. 2
1 '- '. II. ' )= ', E9 2)
9e22 FORMAT ( ' BEFORE CALL1. WC ( ' . I 1 . ' , ' . I 1 . ' ) = '
1 WS( '. II. ', '. II. ' ) = '. E9. 2)
6782 FORMAT ( ' BEFORE CALL MATINV. AC ( ', II, '. '. II, ') = ', E9. 2,
'
1 AS( '. I 1. '. '. I 1. ' ) = '. E9 2)
6790F0RMAT(' BEFORE CALL MATINV. WCC ( ' . 12. ' . ' . 12.
' )= ' . E12 3 )
9823 FORMATC ' AFTER CALL1. WC ( ' I 1 . ' ' 1 1 . ' >= ' . E9. 2. '
1 WSC ', II, ', ', II, ')=*, E9 2, ' DET=*. E9. 2, ' ID=', II )
9826 FORMAT ( ' AFTER CALL2, WC ( ' 1 1 . ' . ' I 1 . ' > = ' . E9. 2, '
1 WS( ', II. '. ', I 1. ' ) = '. E9. 2. ' DET=*,E9.2.
' ID=',I1)
9828 FORMAT ( ' BEFORE CALL3, WA ( ' , I 1 , ' . * , I 1 ,
' ) = * . E9. 2, '
1 DET=', E9. 2, ' ID= '. I 1 )
9830 FORMAT( ' AFTER CALL3. U'A ( ' . I 1 , ' , ' - I 1 , ' ) = ' , E9 2,
'
1 DET=', E9. 2. ' ID= ',11)
6748 CONTINUE
DO 9835 1=1- 12
9835 CONTINUE
9836 FORMAT ( ' AFTER LA3EL 515 , XC ( ' , I 1 ,
' ) = ' , E9. 2, '
1 XS( ' I 1, ' )= ', E9. 2)
NWARN=0
C
C BEGIN TO DO BACKSUBST I TUT ION TO OBTAIN AMPLITUDES OF ROTOR
C & FOUNDATION STATIONS AND PEDESTALS,
C *,. FORCE TRANSMITTED TO PEDESTAL V FOUNDATION
C
DO 570 K=l. 13
IM=0
IN=0
IF( IUNIT. EQ. O) GO TO 9221
IF(K. EQ 2) WRITE(6, <?140>
IFf K EQ. 1 ) WR ITE(6. MOi
GO TO 9222
9221 CONTINUE
IF(K. EQ. 2) WRITEco. 9130)
IF(K. EQ 1) WRITE(6. 130)






IF (NCCK) 52! . 521 . 522
521 K7=NS(K)+1






DO 560 J=l . X I
JJ -J 141_
lc
IMPLICIT DOUl'l E PRECISION iA-H.CI-,)
IF( UNIT EQ. 1 ) IM=1
IF( IUNIT. EQ. 1 ) IN=0
CALL C 12D45(RXC, RXS,RYC,RYS,SXC,SXS. SYC. SYS, NC12. AA 1
1, II, 12. 13, J, K, XC,)fS,Cl.C2.C3,C4.C5.C6. C7.C8, ID2, ID99, JJ, IM, IN)
IFINWARN EQ. 20) WR ITE ( 6, 9997 )
9997 FORMATl' WARNING MESSAGE IS GREATER THAN 20, DO NOT PRINT MORE')
IF(NWARN. GE. 20) GO TO 9698
IF( IUNIT. EQ. O. AND. AA1. GE. 1E-2) THEN
WRITE (6, 9998)
NWARN=NWAPN+1
9998 FORMAT(///, ' WARNING MESSAGE. ',/
1, ' VIBRATION AMPLITUDE IS VERY LARGE HERE OO. 01 INCH), './
2. ' PLEASE CHECK INPUT DATA CAREFULLY! ',/
3, ' ILL-CONDITION MAY OCCUR IF INPUT DATA IS NOT REASONABLE! './//)
ENDIF
IF( IUNIT. EQ. 1. AND. AA1. GE. O. 25) THEN
WRITE(6, 9999)
NWARN=NWARN+1
9999 FORMAT(///, ' WARNING MESSAGE: ',/
1, ' VIBRATION AMPLITUDE IS VERY LARGE HERE 00.25 MM), './
2. ' PLEASE CHECK INPUT DATA CAREFULLY' '/
















549 IF(J-K7) 560. 550. 560
550 CONTINUE
















IF(LEVEL E'j 3) CO TO 4477
ID99=0
DO 3560 K=l, 13
K 1 =NS ( K >
DO 3560 J--l,i : 150
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H. O-Z
JJ=J
3360 CONTINUE
DO 3369 K-l. 13
K1=NS(K)
DO 3369 J=l, Kl
JJ=J
CALL C12D45(SSSXC, SSSXS, SSSYC. SSSYS. O. O. O, O. NC12. AA1






DO 4560 K=l. 13
K1=NS(K)
DO 4560 J=l. Kl
JJ=J
4560 CONTINUE
DO 4569 K=l. 13
K1=NS(K)
DO 4569 J=l. Kl
JJ=J
CALL C12D45(SSXC. SSXS, SSYC. 5SYS. 0. O. 0. O. NC 12. AA1






DO 4568 K=l. 13
K1=NS(K)





DO 6470 K=l, 13
IF( IUNIT. EQ 0) WRITE(6, 3729)
IF( IUNIT. EQ. 1 ) WRITE(6. 3730)
WRITE (6. 131 )




4474 DO 3470 JJ=1.K2
IF(NCCK. GT. O) GO TO 4476
J=LB( JJ. K)
GO TO 4473
4476 J=LCS( JJ+1, K)
4475 C1 = (SHRXC( J, K)-SHLXC( J. K) )
C2=(SHRXS( J. K )-SHLXS( J. K) )
C3=(SHRYC ( J, K )-SHLYC ( J. K ) )
C4=(SHRYS( J, K>-SHLYSl J. K ) )
CJ=J
IF ( IUNIT EQ. 1 ) IM=0
IF( IUNIT EQ 1 ) IN=1
CALL ELL I PS ( I D2. C 1 . C2, C3. C4. O. O. O. O, J. IU99. j. In. IN, AA1 >
SHRXC( J. K )=C 1
SHRXS( J. K )=C2
SHRYC J. V ) =-<: ' 151





GO TO (6470.3473.3473). LEVEL
3473 CONTINUE
IF( IUNIT. EQ 0) WRITE(6. 3732)
IF( IUNIT. EQ. 1 ) WRITE(6, 3742)
WRITE (6. 131 )







CY=PKY ( JJ, K ) -PMY ( JJ, K ) *ANSP2
CBX=ANSP*PDX( JJ, K)





4483 FORMATt' C X X=0. OOOOOOOOOOOOOO ' )
GO TO 584
4481 C1=(C5CX-C6*CBX ) /CXX
C2=(C5*CBX+C6*CX)/CXX
C3= ( C7*CY-C8*CBY ) /CYY
C4=(C7*CBY+C8*CY)/CYY
IF( IUNIT. EQ. 1 ) IM=1
IF( UNIT. EQ. 1 ) IN=0







IF( IUNIT. EQ O) WRITE(6. 3731 )
IFC IUNIT. EQ. 1 ) WRITE(6. 3741 i
WRITE(6, 131 )
DO 5470 JJ=1 . K2
J=LB( JJ, K)
Cl = (SHRXCl J. K)+SHLXC( J- K )*PMX ( JJ. K)*ANSP2 i
C2=(SHRXS< J. K) -SHLXSt J.K)*PMX(JJ.K) ANSP2)
C3=(SHRYC ( J. K I *5HL 'C i J- K I PMY( JJ. K ) -ANSP2 /
C4=(SHRYS( J. K) -SHLYS( J.K)*PMY(JJ.K) -ANSP2)
CJ=J
IF( IUNIT EQ 1 ) IM=1
IF ( UNIT EG 1 ) IN=0
CALL ELL IPS ( I 02. C 1 . C2, i 3. C4 , 0. O, O O. J. ID99. J, IM. IN, AA1 )
SHRXC < J. K ) --C 1
SHRXS( J. K )=C2
SHRYC( J. K) =C3





DO ''3 7i.l * ~ \ I ;: 152
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.CI-Zi
IF(K. EQ. 1. AND. IUNIT. EQ 0) WRITE(6. 3729)
IF(K. EQ. 1 AND. IUNIT. EQ 1) WR ITE ( 6. 3730 )
IFIK. EQ. 2. AND IUNIT EQ. O) WR I TE ( 6, 3731 )
IF(K. EQ. 2 AND IUNIT. EQ 1 ) WRITE(6. 3741 )
WRITE(6, 131 )
DO 4478 J=l, NCC
JJ=LCS(J+1. K)
IF( IUNIT. EQ. 1 > IM=0
IF( IUNIT. EQ 1 ) IN=1
CALL C12D45(HH1. HH2. HH3, HH4, O, O. O. O. NC 12. AA1
1. II. 12, 13, J, K, XC, XS. Cl, C2. C3, C4.C5, C6.C7.C8. ID2. ID99. JJ. IM. IN)
4478 CONTINUE
K=l
IF( IUNIT. EQ. O) WRITE(6. 3732)
IF( IUNIT. EQ. 1 ) WRITE(6. 3742)
WRITE(6. 131 )
DO 4479 J=l, NCC
JJ=LB(J, 1 )
IF( IUNIT. EQ. 1) IM=1
IFC IUNIT. EQ. 1 ) IN=0
CALL C12D45(TS31. TS32, TS33. TS34. O. O. 0. O. NC12, AA1










IF (LEVEL. LT. 3) GO TO 8580
DO 9570 J=l, NCC
CP11=DVXA(J, l)-CPl(J)
CP12=DVXB(J, 1)-CP2(J)
CP13=DVXC( J. 1 >-CP3( J)
CP14=DVXD(J. 1)-CP4(J)
CP11=CP1 ( J)-DVXA( J. 2)
CP12=CP2( J)-DVXB( J. 2)
CP13=CP3( J)-DVXC( J, 2)










3151 FORMAT(/' LEFT SIDE BENDING MOMENT AT STATION NO ='.I3)
3152 FORMAT(/' LEFT SIDE SHEAR FORCE AT STATION NO =. 13)
53 FORMATt/' RIGHT SIDE BENDING MOMENT AT STATION NO. =
'
. 1 3 )
54 FORMAT(/' RIGHT SIDE SHEAR FORCE AT STATION NO ='. 13)
3155 FORMAT(/' SLOPE AT STATION NO ='.I3)
3729 FORMATt //38H FORCE TRANSMITTED TO PEDESTAL. LBS )
3730 FORMAT (//4 1H FORCE TRANSMITTED TO PEDESTAL . NEWTONS )
3731 FORMAT(//43H FORCE TRANSMITTED TO FOUNDAT I ON. LBS )
3741 F0RMAT(//43H FORCE TRANSMITTED TO FOUNDAT I QN, NEWTONS )
3732 FORMAT' /-"flu r,ED':r:rAl Mil T : i IM. IM-iHK;
1S3
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
3742 F0RMAT(//28H PEDESTAL MOTION. MMS )
7103 F0RMAT(5( IX. E13. 6) )
7105 FORMAT( 1415)
7108 FORMAT(//' STATIONS NO. BRGS NO FREQ NO. SPEED'
1- ' PED. FLEX INP IOMEGA ICOEF IUNIT')
7110 F0RMAT(4X, 14, 9(6X, 14) )
7111 FORMAT (//' ROTOR DATA')
7114 FORMAT (2X. 14, 3X, E13. 6, IX, El 3. 6. IX, El 3. 6, IX. El 3. 6. IX.
1 El 3. 6, IX, El 3. 6, IX. El 3. 6, IX. El 3. 6)
7117 FORMAT (4X, 14, 7X, El 3. 6, 1 X, E13 6 )
7118 FORMAT( 10( IX, 14) )
7120 FORMAT(2X, ' BEARINC AT STATION NO '. 13)
7121 FORMATOX. ' BEARING AT STATION NO. '.13)
7122 FORMAT ( ' KXX WCXX KXY WCXY*)
7123 FORMAT ( ' KYY WCYY KYX WCYX ' )
7124 FORMATC//' INST. FREQ. RT ')
7125 F0RMATC6C1X, Ell. 4) )
7126 FORMATC IX. 14. 4X. Ell. 4. IX. Ell. 4, IX, Ell. 4. IX, Ell. 4, IX, El 1. 4, 1X.E11
1. 4)
7127 FORMAT( ' BRG. ST. MASS. X-DIR. KX CX
1 'CX '. 'MASS, Y-DIR. KY CY')
''iZB FORMAT(//' PEDESTAL DATA')
147 FORMAT ( ' FREQ. RAT. '. ' DETERMINANT
1' RE-DET. '. ' IM-DET'.' ENERGY')
7148 FORMAT( ' BRG. STATION INST. FREQ. RPM INST. WEIGHT ' )
7899 F0RMAT(5E14. 6)
8180 F0RMAT(2X. 'STA. MASS RSIXY(l) RSIXY(2) LGTH AXY
1 ' YME7 DENS SHMXE7 SHMYE7 ' )
B181 F0RMAT(2X. 'STA. MASS RSIXY(l) RSIXY(2) LGTH AXY
1 ' YME5 DENS SHMXE5 SHMYE5 ' >
100 F0RMAT(70A1, 5X. 12)
101 FORMAT (1415)
1001 FORMAT( '1 ', ////////////////////////////////)
102 FORMAT ( 16, 5110. ElO. 1 )
9102 FORMAT ( 21 X, 16, 5110, ElO. 1)
1002 F0RMAT(6I5. 5E10. 1 >
103 F0RMAT(2X,E12. 6, SEM. 6)
104 FORMAT (//' LEVEL UNBALANCE IUNIT IOMEGA',
1'
ICOEF NLIST ALIST')
105 FORMAT(//' DATA OF EACH ROTOR STATION '.I4>
?105 FORMAT(//' DATA OF EACH FOUNDATION STATION'. 14)
106 FORMAT(//' DATA FOR ROTOR: STATIONS BEARINGS ')
'106 FORMAT ( ' DATA FOR FOUNDATION: STATIONS FOUNDATION SUPPORTS')
107 FORMAT ( ' YOUNGS MOD. DENSITY (SHAPE FACT)*G')
108 FORMAT! //11H ROTOR DATA)
'108 F0RMATI//16H FOUNDATION DATA)
109 F0RMAT(2X. 'STA. MASS POL. MOM TRS. MOM LGTH OD. STF'.
1'
ID. S OD. MASS ID. M YME7 DENS SHME7
' )
109 F0RMAT(2X. 'STA. MASS POL MOM TRS MOM LGTH OD. STF',
1'
ID S OD MASS ID M YME5 DENS SHME3 ' )
110 FORMAT(8E9 2)
1 1 1 FORMAT (2X. 13. 1 X , F8 1 , 1 X, E8 2. 1 X. E8 2, 1 X. FS. 2. IX
1.F8.2, 1X.F8.2. IX.F8.2, 1X.F8 2. l/.Fi 3. 1X.F53, 1X.F5. 3)
) FORMATt//' AT EACH OF FOLLOWING ROTOR STATION THERE IS A BEARING')
112 FORMATt' AT EACH OF FOLLOWING FOUNDATION STATIONS THERE IS '.
1 'A FOUNDATION SUPPORT')
113 FORMATI//13H BEARINC DATA. 14)
14 FORMAT f 19H BEARING AT STATION. 14)
14 F0RMATIJ1H FOUNDATION SUPPORTS AT STATION. 14)
15 FORMAT! H.1 x UXX I- V B>-
1 A\A
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
1' KYX BYX KYY BYY ' )
117 FORMAT ( IX. 8(E8 2, IX) )
118 FORMAT(//14H PEDESTAL DATA)
118 FORMAT(//24H FOUNDATION SUPPORT DATA)
119 FORMAT ( ' STATION MASS-X STIFF-X'.
1' DAMP-X MASS-Y STIFF-Y DAMP-Y ' )
120 FORMAT(//' STATIONS WITH INTERCONNECTION BETWEEN ROTOR AND',
1' FOUNDATION. FOR ROTOR AS FOLLOW')
20 FORMAT ( ' STATIONS WITH INTERCONNECTION BETWEEN ROTOR AND'.
1' FOUNDATION. FOR FOUNDATION AS FOLLOW')
21 FORMATC ///26H DATA FOR INTERCONNECTIONS)
22 FORMAT (/32H INTERCONNECTION=ROTOR 1 , STAT ION, 13, 20H TO ROTOR 2. STA
1TION, 13)
23 FORMAT C////42H FIRST SPEED LAST SPEED SPEED INCR. )
27 FORMAT(/////// * ROTOR SPEED= ' . E13. 6. ' RPM')
28 FORMAT!' REAL PART OF INFL. COEFF. MATRIX IS SINGULAR')
29 FORMATC' INVERSION MATRIX IS SINGULAR')
30 FORMATC/' AMPLITUDES FOR ROTOR STATIONS. INCHES '. 14 )
30 FORMATC/' AMPLITUDES FOR FOUNDATION STATIONS. INCHES '. 14 )
32 FORMAT(/' AMPLITUDES FOR ROTOR OR FOUNDATION NO. '.12, '.DATA')
32 FORMAT(/' AMPLITUDES FOR ROTOR OR FOUNDATION NO. '- 12, '.DATA')
?' F0RMAT(2X, ' ST MAJ. AX MIN. AX AG. X-MAJ'.
, ) X-AMPL X-PHASE Y-AMPL Y-PHASE')
IL- FORMAT (2X. 13, 2X, 2CE10. 3. IX), FIO. 3. IX. ElO. 3. IX, FIO. 3, IX,
1E10. 3, IX. FIO. 3)
13 F0RMAT(12H ROTOR: , 13H ENERGY IN*, E13. 6. 1 4H ENERGY OUT*
1. E13. 6)
3F0RMATO2H FOUNDAT ION: . 13H ENERGY IN*. E13. 6, 14H ENERGY OUT*
1.E13. 6)
4 F0RMATC25H TOTAL ENERGY: ENERGY IN=. E13. 6. 14H ENERGY OUT=. El
13. 6)
5 F0RMAT(2X. 13, 3X, 6E14. 3, /)
b F0RMAT(2E14. 6. E17. 6)
AMPLITUDES FOR FOUNDATION, MMS '. 1 4 )
)FORMAT(/' AMPLITUDES FOR ROTOR .MMS'. 14 )
I FORMAT(////' INITIAL SPEED FINAL SPEED SPEED INCR. ')
) FORMAT(////////// ' ROTOR SPEED='. E12. 5. 'RPM')
* FORMAT (///25H UNBALANCE DATA FOR ROTOR. 12)
I FORMAT ( ' STATION UNB-X UNB-Y ')
' FORMAT ( 15. E23. 6. 3E14. 6, /////)
END
SUBROUTINE MATINV ( A, N, B. M, DETERM, I D )
THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES "N" LINEAR SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE SOLVE
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
'
1ENSION
6. 16), B( 16, 1 ), INDEX( 16, 3)
FRW2( 16)
DO 99 1 I = 1 . N
CFMMAX-O. O
DO 9991 J=l, N
CFMDABS =DABS( At I . J I i
IF< CFMDABS m Cl'liMA < i ."nn.-.i CF:1[--H5
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-2)
460 DO 300 L=l, M
300 B(L1, L)=B(L1, L)-B( ICOLUM. L ) *T
530 CONTINUE
INTERCHANGE COLUMNS
600 DO 710 I = 1 , N
610 L=N+1-I
620 IF ( INDEXCL. 1 )-INDEX(L. 2) ) 630, 710, 630
630 JROW=INDEX(L. 1)
640 JCOLUM=INDEX(L, 2)
630 DO 705 K=l. N
660 SWAP=A(K. JROW)
670 A(K. JROW)=A(K. JCOLUM)
700 A (K. JCOLUM )=SWAP
705 CONTINUE
710 CONTINUE
DO 730 K = 1 . N








SUBROUTINE C12D45CRXC. RXS. RYC. RYS, SXC. SXS. SYC. SYS, NC12. AA1
1. II. 12. 13. J. K. XC. XS. Cl. C2. C3, C4. C5. C6. C7, C8. ID2. ID99. JJ, IM, IN)
THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS SOME DATA FROM STORAGES
TO INTERMEDIATE DATA AND THEN CALL SUBROUTINE "ELLIPS'
TO OBTAIN ELLIPTICAL ORBITS AND PRINTOUT
THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE SOLVE
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION RXC(9. 28. 2). RXS (9, 28, 2 ) . RYC (9- 28, 2 ) . RYS ( 9, 28, 2 ) ,
1SXC (9, 28, 2), SXS (9, 28, 2). SYC (9, 28, 2). SYS (9, 28. 2)
DIMENSION XC(8),XS(8)
C1=RXC( I 1, J, K)
C2=RXS( I 1. J. K)
C3=RYC ( I I , J, K)
C4 =RYS( I 1 . J, K)
C5=SXC( I 1. J. K)
C6=SXS( I 1, J. K)
C7=SYC( I 1, J, K)
C8=SYS( I 1, J, K)
>e37 FORMATf ' Cl= ', E9 2. ' C2= '. E9 2. ' C3= '. E9. 2. ' C4= '. E9
'838 FORMAT ( ' C5= '. E9 2. ' C6= ', E9 2. ' C7= 'E9 2. ' C8= '. E9 i
DO 525 1=1. 12
5 FORMAT ( ' RXC( '. I 1. '- ' II. '. ' 11.
' ) = ' . E9 2.




C4 =C4*RYC ( I
C5 =Ci ?SXC < I
J, K)*XC( I )-RXS( I. J. K)*XS( I )
J,K)*XS(I)+RXS(I.J, K)*XC(I)
J, K)XC( I )-RYS( 1. J. K) *XS( I )
J. K) XS( I ) -RYS' I . J. K l -XC t I )
I . K i ' r ' [ i - S .' ':, ' . . I-. ' * X -, t I 1 _
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.Q-Z
C6-C6+SXC( I. J, K)*XS( I )+SXS(I, J, K)*XC(I )
C7-C7+SYC(I, J, K)*XC(I l-SYSCI, J, K)*XS(I)
C8-C8+SYC( I. J, K)*XS( I )+SYS( I, J. K)XC( I )
525 CONTINUE
3140 CONTINUE




SUBROUTINE ELLIPS( ID2, Cl, C2, C3. C4. C5, C6, C7, C8, J, ID99, JJ, IM, IN. AA1 )
C
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS INTERMEDIATE DATA TO ELLIPTICAL ORBITS
C AND PRINTOUT RESULTS
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY 1 SUBROUTINE SOLVE OR




IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
S- WRITE(6, 9922) C1.C2.C3.C4









9833 FORMAT ( ' D1=',E9. 2. ' D2='.E9. 2. ' D3='.E9. 2. ' K8='.I1)
526 IF(D2) 533.527.531
527 CONTINUE
9896 FORMAT ( ' CH-201. D2=',E9. 2. ' D3='.E9. 2)
IF(D3) 530.529.528
528 A5=90. O
9894 FORMAT(' CH202, K8=*.I2)
GO TO 536
529 A5=0. O
9792 FORMAT ( ' CH222201. K8=*,I2)
GO TO 536
530 A5=-90. O




9893 FORMAT ( ' CH81. D2='.E9 2, ' D3='.E9. 2, ' K8=',I2)




or,95 FORMATf ' CH-205. D2= ' . E"? 2.' D3= ' . E9. 2, ' K8='-I2. ' A6=',E9. 2.





'897 FORMAT ( ' CH-206. D2='.rr- 2. ' D3- F9 2. ' K8='.I2. " A6='.E9. 2.
1 ' A7-- ' . r\n - i 158
Impi i'ii riouw
IF(D3) 534, 535, 535
534 A7=-A7
D3=-D3
335 A5=A6-^A7DATAN( D3/D2 )














9851 FORMAT ( ' A1='.E9 2, A2='.E9. 2. ' A3='.E9.2, ' A4=',E9.2,
1' A5=',E9.2, ' A6='.E9 2, ' A7= ' , E9 2, * A8='.E9.2)















3156 FORMAT ( ' SHEAR FORCE AT STATION NO. ='.I3)
9849F0RMAT(' D1='.E9.2. ' D2=*,E9. 2. ' D3='.E9.2, ' D4='.E9.2,
' D5=
1E9. 2. ' D6='.E9. 2. ' D7= ' . E9 2. /// )
IF(DD4. EQ. O. 0) RAT 1 =DABS ( DD6 )
IF(DD4. EQ O O) GO TO 3001
RAT 1 =DABS ( ( DD4-DD6 ) /DD4 )
3001 RAT2=DABS(D5-D7)
IF(RAT1. LT. O. 01. AND PAT2 LT O 1 ) A3=0. 0
IF(DABS(DD4-DD6 ) LT O OOOOl AND DABS ( D5-D7 ) LT O 1>A3=0 0
IF(ID99. EQ 0) GO TC 9001
'921
MO
IF( IM EQ 1 AND IN EO 0> CO TO 210
IF( IN. EQ. 1 . AND IM EO 0) CO TO 220
FORMAT( ' AA1= ', E13 4, ' AA2 == ' E13 4)







WRITE (6, 132) JJ. AA1 , AA2. A3. DD4, D5. DD6. D7
GO TO 9001
CONT 1NUE




WRITE(o. 132 <..'. AA1. AA2. --.3. 0!)''. '.O. DD6- 07
9001 CONTINUE
5526 CONTINUE
132 FORMAT (2X. 13. 2/. 2'ElC 3 1 X ) . F 1 O 3. 1 X. f 10 3. 1 X . F IO. 3, 1 X
1E10 3. IX. FIO 3 .
3131 RETURN
END
160
